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1 WSU Foundation Annual Report and Donor Honor Roll
In this period of economic turmoil across our country, we are most pleased that the past year can best be described as an exciting one for the WSU Foundation, with many positive initiatives underway to allow the 
university to grow and prosper.   Without a doubt, the 
pride and respect for this campus runs deep across the 
community, the student body, faculty and staff, and a broad 
alumni base.   I am fortunate to have this opportunity to 
share with you a report of progress, fostered by a dedicated 
group of individuals firmly committed to providing a higher 
standard of education. 
As we finalize a year long celebration of the sesquicentennial 
of this great university, we are reminded of the richness of 
heritage of those that have come before us to make this 
such a wonderful institution.  Because of the vision and 
initiative of broad-minded thinkers, what once was a dream 
has now become a vibrant reality that has cultivated a 
profound difference across the world.  We are both proud 
and grateful for the meaningful support of dedicated leaders, 
faculty, staff, alumni, and friends that continue to carry on the 
great tradition of allowing this university to achieve a higher 
level of success.  
The launch of a first ever capital campaign has been an 
exciting initiative leading to the development of an Integrated 
Wellness Complex, as well as further growth for scholarships 
and the National Child Protection Training Center.  The 
success of any organization is truly dependent on people, 
working, caring, and giving for a common cause in which they 
firmly believe.  Without the generosity of the many friends 
and donors of WSU, we would not enjoy the success that 
we have achieved.  The story of success of this university 
is a wonderful tale to share as it is woven from profound 
memories that have changed the lives of students and 
evolved into a life-long relationship with an institution that is 
more than bricks and mortar.  
The Foundation continues to provide scholarship funds to 
students; it is unlikely there is anything more rewarding than 
the opportunity to attract and assist students in search 
of their dreams.  The quality of students attending WSU is 
remarkable and given the opportunity to engage with these 
fine young people is truly an enriching experience as they 
demonstrate a strong desire to live, learn, and grow.  
On a personal note, I feel fortunate to work with the 
Foundation trustees, as they are truly committed to moving 
forward and to help in any way possible.  In addition, we 
have made wonderful strides to increase the visibility of the 
Foundation to foster a greater awareness of philanthropy.   
We are truly pleased with the progress we have seen to 
date, and these efforts allow us to continue with more 
meaningful work to assist with programs that foster a deeply 
rich learning environment responsive to the needs of today’s 
world.  
Message from the Foundation Chair
“The launch of a first ever capital campaign has been an exciting initiative leading to the development 
of an Integrated Wellness Complex, 
as well as further growth for 
scholarships and the National Child 
Protection Training Center.
”Mike Speltz,WSU Foundation Chair
Mike Speltz, WSU Foundation Chair
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In spite of uncertain economic times, the commitment 
to give time, talents, and resources has not waned.   
As previously mentioned, the Foundation has been 
fortunate to grow and prosper because of the warm 
generosity and admiration of donors who have 
remembered Winona State University.  We are 




Chair, Winona State University Foundation
The WSU Foundation Annual Report and 
Donor Honor Roll recognizes gifts given 
during the FY08 fiscal year (July 1, 2007 
to June 30, 2008). In a report such as 
this one every effort has been made to 
ensure accuracy; however, it is inevitable 
that some omissions and errors may 
occur.
If your name does not appear or should 
it be misspelled on our Donor Honor 
Roll, please notify the WSU Foundation 
so that we can correct our error and 
offer our apologies. Please telephone 
800.CHAT-WSU, extension 5518; or 
telephone 507.457.5518.
Note:  This report and honor roll recognizes gifts given in FY08 (July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008)
Foundation Assets
 
 Year    Assets 
 FY90   $1,461,284 
 FY95   $3,772,805 
 FY00   $9,865,947
 FY05   $25,036,887
 FY08   $30,907,462
 




Mike Russell ’84, Treasurer
Owatonna, Minn.
















































         Society
T he Cornerstone Society offers special recognition in addition to the WSU Foundation’s six annual donor societies. The Cornerstone Society pays lasting 
tribute to donors whose ongoing efforts enable 
the Foundation to play a greater role in providing 
support for the university’s academic mission. 
The Cornerstone Society honor roll occupies a 
prominent spot in the main corridor of Somsen Hall 
and salutes benefactors who have made cumulative 




Margaret Miller Browning 
International Business Machines Corporation 
Frances Prentiss Lucas  




Mary and Hannah Tillman  
Walter and Shirley Wadewitz
1991
Dr. Stanley A. Arbingast
Cincinnati Milacron
Compositek Corporation
Development Corporation of Austin
Gordon W. Elliott
Ruth Severud Fish 
General Dynamics
George E. Hajicek   
Hiawatha Education Foundation




Northern States Power Company
Richard and Janet Northup
Schneider (USA) Inc.
Myron Snesrud





Dr. Leonard F. Johnston
Elizabeth S. King 
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Mayo Foundation







Merchants National Bank 
Dennis Neville/Valley Wholesalers, Inc.
Phillips Plastics Corporation
Margaret Stevenson
Karen and Doug Sweetland
Wells Fargo Bank
1997
Dave and Muriel Arnold
Gordon and Hilda Mahlke Bear
William Hajicek
Hal Leonard Corporation
Dwight and Ruth Howe
Harry and Genelle Voigt Jackson
Neva M. King 
Harland and Pauline Knight
Dr. Martin and Joyce Pommer Laakso
The Benjamin A. Miller Family Fund
Doris E. Pennell











Jim and Jean Frankard
Hiawatha Broadband Communications, Inc.
Helen B. Imm 
Ruth E. Johnson  
Terry L. Lierman
Larry Lunda   
Warren and Dorothy Marley & Family
Perkins Family Restaurant
William E. Prigge




Eva Jestus Clark 
Robert and Erika Gilbertson
Dr. Jean E. Jederman
Ruby A. and Margaret I. Johnson
Midtown Foods and County Market
Merle and Helen (Oistad) Ohlsen
Albert “Bill” and Marie Posz
Rebecca Rau










Town & Country State Bank of Winona







Winona County Voiture No. 580  40/8
2003
Bernice Berg
Jeantte & Arnold Bergler
Joseph & Gladys Emanuel
Frank & Kathleen Fox









Fred & Sandy Olson 
Aileen N. & Robert Rice
RTP Company
The Barbara Schilling Estate





Ruth M. Dick 
Gerald R. Fraser
George “Jeb” & Pamela Griffith
Robert J. Hartle
Donald Helble
Richard “Rich” &  Priscilla Kalbrener
Gladys Sanford King 
Madeo “Moon” & Rosemary Molinari
Jerry & Patricia Papenfuss  
Merle Peterson






Bay State Milling Company
James H. Clark 
Calvin R. & Arlayne Fremling
Berge Francois Garabedian 
Ormsin Sornmoonpin  & Harry Gardiner
Melvin L. & Louis M. Kirkland
James W. Marley
Spencer & Judith Munkel
Augusta Nelson
Don Redlich 
Steven M. & Catherine K. Richardson
David J. & Susan M. Rislove
Robins, Kaplan, Miller &  Ciresi L.L.P. 
 Foundation for Education, Public 
 Health and Social Justice, a 
 supporting organization of the 
 Minneapolis Foundation
Shirley Wadewitz Sage &  Webster L. Sage,  
 Jr., M.D.
Bruce & Kathy Schott
Wincraft, Inc.
Roscoe & Vikki Young
2007
Christopher Arnold & Stacey Mounce Arnold
Susan J. Day
Robert “Bob” & Helen Hanson
Larry & Serena Holstad
Charles & Anita Mettille
The Morrie Miller Athletic Foundation
Jon C. Nienow
Watkins Incorporated
Dr. Maudie M. Price Williams
Winona Eagles Club -  F.O.E. #1243
2008
Donald & Pat Cieminski
David & Andrea Essar
Karen & O.J. Fawcett
Federated Insurance
Robert & Rosemary Gray
Kwik Trip, Inc.
Rosemary Langston
Burl & Nadine Leo
Frank Mertes
WM Miller Scrap Iron & Metal Co.
Jane Neuharth
James & Ann Nichols
Michael Niedenfuehr
Margaret & Dan Preska
Ruth Radsek Estate
Steve & Barb Slaggie
Bob & Mary Jo Strauss
Donald & Norma Vinger
Xcel Energy Services, Inc.
New Annual Scholarships
Susan E. Anderson Scholarship
Cynthia Gary Scholarship
Jacquelyn Johnson Gosse Scholarship




Jim & Kim Schmidt Scholarship Fund
Jerry Witt Scholarship 
New Endowed Scholarships
Chris & Stacey Arnold Disability Services Scholarship
Befidi Family Scholarship
Comtec Engineering Scholarship 
Cornwell Family Scholarship
Dr. Robert & Barbara DuFresne Presidential Honors  
 Scholarship
Becky Morgan Eberhard Memorial Scholarship
Cal & Arlyane Fremling Biology Scholarship
Cal & Arlyane Fremling Nursing Scholarship
Nancy D. Gerth Memorial Scholarship 
Steven R. Gerth Memorial Scholarship
Chops & Diana Hancock Basketball Scholarship
Diana Hancock Nursing Scholarship
Barbara Heddle Memorial Scholarship for Student  
 Teaching
Pamela Kay Heuslin Memorial Teaching Scholarship
Braden Holst Scholarship
Diane J. Johnson Scholarship
Thomas Leuchtenberg Memorial Scholarship
Jerry & Marlene Mensink Elementary Ed Scholarship
Mixon Family Scholarship for Bosnian Students
Charles F. & Mary Jane Neal Scholarship
James W. & Ann Eljenholm Nichols Scholarship
Jon Charles Nienow Scholarship
Judge Duane and Patte Peterson Scholarship
Phelps Laboratory School Scholarship
Frank Rocco Memorial Scholarship in Special Education
Rubenstein Family Scholarship
Rita Zbylicki Sullivan Music Scholarship
Marian I. & David L. Turner Scholarship
Newly Established Scholarships
WSU Foundation Annual Report and Donor Honor Roll
1858 Founders  
  Society
(* Charter Members)




*Charles & Elizabeth Balcer
*Elizabeth Balcer
*Greg Ballard
Lucille Barnes-Diesslin & Blaine Diesslin
Sandra Bennett, Ph.D.
*Bernice A. Berg
Jeanette & Arnold Bergler
Frances Blanchard
Danning W. & Susan R. Bloom
Emma Brandt
Nancy M. & James R. Brown
Margaret Browning
Helen & John Buche






Dean & Beverly Eberhard
Norman Ellingson
Gordon Elliott Family
*James R. & Ruth A. Erickson
David & Andrea Essar
*Gary & Ellen Evans
Cathie & Syed Faruque
Elizabeth Fjetland
Pat & John Ferden
*Theodore L. & Diane E. Fredrickson
*W. Jacque Gibbs
Robert & Erika Gilbertson
Reid Gisslen
John & Jacqueline (Johnson) Gosse
*Harriet L. Green & William E. Green
Dr. Jay Greenberg




















*Melvin & Lois Kirkland
Ruth Kottschade




Kenneth & Karen Landro
Arlis Legler
Joyce O. Locks
Timothy & Karen Long










*Eugene J. & Betty Cushman Mielke
*Eloise Tuftee Mobley
*Ken & Sally Mogren
Ronald H. Morem
*Judy Munkel & Spencer Munkel
*Floretta M. Murray
Bob & Lois Neis
Dr. Dennis & Karen Nielsen
Jon C. Nienow
*Ruth Nuetzel
Barbara & William Owens, Jr
Richard L. & Mary Papenfuss
Ken Pedersen
Thomas A. Pietsch
Conrad & Marie Posz
*William E. Prigge
Rebecca Rau
James & Nancy Reynolds






*Gene & Shirley Sage
Harry P. Schoen
Earl & Phyllis Schreiber
*Louise B. Schroeder




Carol & Rodney Sheffer
*Lois A. Simons
*Dr. Alma E. Smith
Charlotte & John Speltz
Michael E. Speltz
Rick & Rhonda Stein
Evelyn Stephan
John Stephan
*Robert & Mary Jo Strauss
Rosewayne Thiele
















Lucille Barnes-Diesslin & Blaine 
 Diesslin
Marvin & Diana Berg
George Crawford  
Scott & Kelly Ellinghuysen
Cathy Ellstrom
George “Jeb” & Pamela Griffith
IBM Corporation
Randal & Judie Jacobson
Gary Janikowski
Kenneth & Joanne Lanik
Marty & Mallory Lueck
President’s Club
The President’s Club recognizes benefactors 
who have donated an annual gift of $1,000 or 
more to the unrestricted fund during the fiscal 
year. Unrestricted gifts allow the flexibility of 
directing funds to the area of greatest impact. 
They address priorities such as scholarships, 
faculty and curriculum development, academic 
programs, library collections, and other critical 
needs. Members of the President’s Club 
support Winona State in its commitment to 
excellence in education and service.T he WSU Foundation Board of Trustees has established the 1858 Founders Society to recognize those individuals who have made a provision for the 
university in the form of a deferred gift, such as a will, 
life insurance, or a life income agreement. The 1858 
Founders Society exemplifies the importance of will 
provisions and other deferred gifts and expresses the 
Foundation’s grateful appreciation to individuals who 
make a future gift in support of the university mission.
If you have made a provision for the Foundation but 
you have not yet notified the Development Office, call 
Mary Rohrer, director of major gifts, 507.457.2602. 
All information will be kept in strict confidence.
Charles & Anita Mettille
Carl & Caralee Miller




Margot & Steven Roberts
Mary Rohrer
James & Kimberly Schmidt
Lynn West
“  As college costs and living expenses increase, I’m working more and considering larger loans to finance 
my education. Without my scholarship, 
I would probably be forced to pick up 
even more work hours. My scholarship 
gives me the chance to do the things 
that make a difference beyond the 
classroom. 
”Brittany BoelterFoundation Board ScholarshipFreeport, Minn.
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WSU Foundation Honor Roll
 Fiscal Year 2008 
                   July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008
T he Foundation has established six societies to provide recognition for annual donors. Architectural terms are used to name the societies, reflecting the Foundation’s 
commitment to building a better Winona State University 
with the help of the significant contributions of its 
benefactors.
Capstone Society ................................................................. $5,000 or more
Keystone Society.................................................................. $2,500-4,999
Arch Society ........................................................................... $1,000-2,499
Colonnade Society ............................................................... $500-999
Pillar Society .......................................................................... $250-499
Benchmark Society ............................................................. $100-249
 Class Year  Percentage
 1942    39.13
 1957   35.77
 1956   35.44  
 1953   32.35
 1939   32.00 
 1943   31.43   
 1960   31.25
Highest Donor Participation by Class
ALUMNI
1927 (20%)









































Capstone Society ($5,000 +)
Lois Simons


























Benchmark Society ($100 - $249)
Lois Farstad Aldrich
Robert Eastin
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Note:  The percentage listed by each class year indicates the percentage of 






Giving in 2007-08 rose by 
62.1%, a record increase for 
the second year straight.
“ My parents believed that education had the power to bring out the best in students with potential. They cared deeply about their students, and appreciated that many needed help to pay for a college education. The scholarship is a way that I can continue the wishes of my parents, and help deserving students follow in their 
footsteps as accomplished, caring educators. 







Betty Ann Cushman Mielke
Other Donors
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This report and honor roll recognizes gifts given in FY08 (July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008)
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Foundation Special Projects:  
Mapping the Heavens
The silver observatory capping Minne Hall is a familiar 
landmark as students and faculty members stroll across 
the Winona State University campus. When Jennifer 
Anderson first arrived as a geosciences professor in 
2005, she too noticed the Minne dome, wondering what 
was inside. 
Anderson, who built her first telescope when she was 13 
years old, discovered the Minne observatory had been 
hardly used for years. Seeing the opportunity to bring 
spectacular views of the night sky back to the Winona 
State campus, she undertook the task of refurbishing and 
upgrading the observatory’s telescopes so that they could 
once again be used as tool for learning about where we 
came from, where we live, and why we’re here.
Supported in part by the WSU Foundation, Anderson has 
worked with a consultant to install and align a 12-inch 
Meade reflecting telescope. She is also bringing several 
smaller portable telescopes back into service to track the 
heavens.
Explaining that the Meade telescope automatically 
adjusts for the earth’s rotation and finds coordinates for 
viewing specific objects, Anderson says, “students can 
easily operate it. I spend more time teaching and they 
have increased opportunities for hands-on learning and 
research.”
Anderson is also getting the community involved. The 
observatory is open for viewing on clear Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings (visit http://course1.winona.edu/
jlanderson for observatory availability).
“Interest is building among students and the community. 
The students have started an astronomy club and they’re 
up there all the time. For the lunar eclipse last February 
we had more than 250 people.” 
Anderson sees the restoration of the observatory as 
perhaps a first step in expanding the observatory into a 
larger regional viewing center. “We all wonder what’s up 
there,” says Anderson. “Astronomy unites us all, across 
time and across the world.”
Each year, the WSU Foundation supports special 
academic programs and projects that advance the 
mission of the university. During Fiscal Year 2008, the 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This report and honor roll recognizes gifts given in FY08 (July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008)
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The WSU Foundation 
awarded more than 
$764,000 in scholarships to 
nearly 600 students during 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Gerry Cichanowski Fund of the  
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This report and honor roll recognizes gifts given in FY08 (July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008)
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Donor     Amount (%)
Corporations, Foundations    $1,510,043  (38.13%)
Alumni       $1,472,431 (37.19%)




























































































































































































































































































































































































































WSU Foundation Annual Report and Donor Honor Roll
The percentage listed by each class year indicates the percentage of donors for the year
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Foundation Donors   
Year  Donors
2002   5,893
2003   6,043
2004   6,362
2005   6,536
2006   5,899
2007   6,018































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Angela Van Ness Copeland
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Capstone Society - ($5,000+ )
Larry & Serena Holstad
Patricia & Duane Peterson
Keystone Society - ($2,500-$4,999)
Michael & Barbara Halron
Jerry & Joanne Stejskal
Arch Society - ($1,000-$2,499)
James & Jeanne Danneker
Marty & Mallory Lueck
Wally & Joan Madland
Tom Sawyer
Larry Zanoni
Colonnade Society - ($500-$999)
Walt & Heather Carpenter
Ronald & Sharon Elcombe
Mike & Kris Ingvalson
Joyce & David Keller
Pillar Society - ($250-$499)
Matt & Andrea Bradford
Karen & Dennis Cleveland
Robert & Donna Dobbertin
Thomas & Jackie Ewing
Timothy & Tamara Fagely
Debra & Geoffrey Fuerstenau
Frank & Margaret Gruber
Clay & Cheryl Hanks
David & Ann Kohner
Steven & Patricia Krinke
Richard & Ann MacDonald
Jeffrey & Judith Meline
Lauren & Janet Olson
JoAnn & Timothy Osmond
Darrell & Sandi Stahlecker
Joseph & Lantha Stevens
Linda & Ronald Thurow
Joe & Kris Wenker
John & Judith Winslow
Benchmark Society - ($100-$249)
William & Jodi Armstrong
Dana & Molly Babbitt
Bill & Lisa Baker
Kerry & Elizabeth Barnard
Dick & Annie Beinborn
Lori & Mark Beseler
Darlene & Jerome Bigelow
Fred & Lois Boe
Rich & Mary Boettcher
Edwin & Christine Boos
Robert & Loretta Bowes
Ted & Cheryl Braatz
Bill & Mary Lou Brown
Kurt & Diann Brown
Robert Bryant
Brian & Jackie Buchholz
Kerry & Bonnie Burkoth
Julie Burma
Steven & Patricia Burr
Kevin & Mary Cappel
Bruce & Jody Carlson
Cary & Cindy Charlson
Douglas & Bonnie Clement
Urban & Virginia Comes
Donald & Bonnie Cunningham
Dan & Rita Darveaux
Charles & Sarah Dill
Daniel & Veteran Dummer
Steven & Linda Dummer
Ted & Carol Ellestad
Larry & Vanessa Elvebak
Bruce & Liza Eng
James & Shirley Engbrecht
Andrew & Vicki Erdmann
Steven & Laurie Erickson
Jan & Mark Erwin
Gary & Kate Feine
John & Patricia Ferden
Robert & Thea Fluhrer
Kenneth & Mary Fonstad
Gary & Bonnie Fritch
Leon Garcia
Beverly Gierienger
Gary & Kathy Granseth
Steven & Lori Greatens
Marilyn & Gary Grob
Gerry & Kathy Gunderson
Jill & Michael Halverson
Karl & Barbara Hanson
Carey & Kari Harder
Jeff & Cindy Harrison
David & Julie Harter
Jean Hayes
Jon & Renee Hertz
John & Julie Hobert
David & Patricia Homyak
Fred & Trudy Horihan
Paul & Rita Iverson
David & Donna Jaeger
Michael & Jacque Jepson
Orland Johnson
Robert & Amy Johnson
John & Anita Kes
David & Linda King
Kenneth & Shirley Kirby
Jane & Guy Koehler
Carolyn & Jon Kosidowski
David & Mary Krenik
Dawn Krupski
Robert & Mary LaBadie
Phillip & Barbara LaPolice
Daniel Lintin
Doug & Cynthia Lofthus
Paul & JoAnn Maki
Roger & Karen Malwitz
Moira & Dennis Martin
Drew Martindale
Dave & Pat McHenry
Jack & Carolyn Meler
Craig & Pam Mensink
Greg & Cheri Millard
Michele Miller
Steven & Valerie Miller
William & Julie Miller
Carl & Lori Mottram
Bill & Carol Murphy
Mark & Mary Ness
Judy Newlin
David Olson
Jeff & Mary Jo Olson
Pat & Jenifer Ostendorf
Keith & JoEllyn Owens
Vince & Shari Palermo
Gene & Deborah Pelowski
Don & Cindy Peltier
Joseph & Dorothy Pertz
Aaron & Ruth Pientok
Donald & Susan Place
Len & Jean Prasczewicz
Larry Quarne
Brian & Cindy Rappel
Donald & Mary Rearic
Ron & Judy Roddel
Robert & Luanne Ruhland
Charles & Patti Sans Crainte
Mark & Cindy Schaefer
Douglas & Patricia Schenck
Ken Schmocker
Charles & Sandra Schollmeier
Thomas & Barbara Sheehan
Gary & Joanne Sieck
Debbie & Steve Sing
Merle & Marge Sovereign
Pamela & Peter Stanfiel
Randy & Sheila Staver
Judy & James Strande
John & Camille Stuedemann
Joel & Nancy Suzuki
Doug & Catherine Thoen
Thomas & Deb Tidquist
Sharon & Davis Usgaard
Mark & Barbara Vanden Berg
Leo & Louise VanSistine
Jim VerDuin
Michael & Jane Voelker
David & Margaret Walch
Ted & Cindy Waldbillig
Mark & Theresa Walsworth
Thomas & Deborah Ward
Owen Warneke
Thomas Wascoe
David & Bette Weinmann
David Wells
Jeff & Jan West
COBANK on behalf of Milton & 
 Dede Whipple
Karen & Al Wieser
Eileen & Jeffry Wolfert
Kim Zeiher
Other Donors 
Thomas & Katherine Adrians
Bob & Sandy Allard
James & Deb Allard
Carl & Jean Althaus
Arlan Andersen
Brian & Brenda Anderson
Rod & Janet Anderson
Chip & Mary Jo Applewhite
Carlos & Carol Arias
Randy & Barb Averbeck
David & Constance Baldwin
Gregory Banasik
Mike & Judy Barfnecht
John & Cheryl Barman
Vernon & Donna Bass
Mike & Janet Bates
Peder & Pat Baukol
Daniel & Cindy Beck
Mary Beck
William & Betty Becker
Terry & Linda Behrens
Robert Beighton
Bernard & Trudi Bellin
Randy & Kim Benson
Mike & Peggy Bentley
Mary Lou Berg
Jerry & Amy Berge
Mike & Sally Bergmann
Scott & Vicki Bergstrom
Reginald & Angie Berns
Bob & Anne Bezek
Michael & Mary Ann Bigaouette
Charles & Mary Bischoff
Joell & Brian Bjorke
Terese & Kenneth Bjornstad
Gary & Debra Black
Jack & Denise Bleichman
Richard & Kathy Bleier
Patrick & Brenda Bluhm
Steve & Jackie Bobusch
Robert & Cynthia Boegeman
Kenneth & Mary Boehmke
James & Patricia Boldt
Kenneth & Irene Boldt
Kip & Sandie Bolstad
Vickie Bonkrude
Ron & Kathy Botzek
Timothy & Marilyn Bowell
Jill & Robert Bradley
Michael & Jane Brand
Wayne & Willa Bratsch
Michael & Kathleen Brechtl
Cindy & Paul Breen
Joseph & Kristi Brickner
Gerald & Mary Brindise
Mary Broady
Mark & Teal Bronkalla
Roger & Vikki Broun
Travis & Paige Brush
David & Rhonda Brutt
Edward & Cheryl Buchanan
Virginia & Ronald Buck
Dan Bulman
Alan & Sharon Bundy
Frank & Ruth Bures
Barb & Eric Burnham
Alan Busch
Albert & Jaclyn Butenhoff
Jean & Sherman Bygd
Kim & Sue Cadwell
Ronald & Sherry Calvert
Steven & Sylvia Campbell
Tim & Kim Candahl
Richard & Darcy Chlan
Robert & Elizabeth Christensen
Daniel & Mary Christian
James & Char Chudej
Terry & Karin Collamore
James & Faye Collins
Mark & Jamie Commerford
Kendall & Maryann Cornell
Patrick & Joanne Corrow
Mike & Nancy Cottrell
Larry & Terrie Crabtree
Alvin & Laurie Crochet
Janice Cronk
Marletta & Mike Cyphers
Thomas & Sharon Dauk
Darrin Davey
Robert & Debra David
Dick & Aloha Davis
David & Cindy Debilzen
Steve & Bonnie Decker
Gerald & Dorothy Denisen
Don & Jan Dittrich
Dale & Theresa Dose
Conrad & Patricia Drust
William & Nancy Dvorak
Thomas & Kathy Eaton
Sue & Eugene Ebbers
Michael & Patricia Ebner
Anthony & Lynette Edmonds
Beth Eichman
Dawn & Steve Eichman
Gerald & Patricia Eichman
Leland & Margaret Eklund
Richard & Carolyn Ellinghysen
Michael & Diane Ethridge
Kerry & Theresa Evans
Terrance & Mary Kay Evans
Kenneth & Cheryl Eversman
William & Kristine Farmer
Heidi Feltes
Timothy & Ann Ferkingstad
R. Timothy & Shelley Fitzner
Gloria & Jay Flegal
Steve & Patricia Flies
Roger & Pamela Foegen
Michael & Roxanne Fons
Carol & Harvey Fossum
Garry & Candance Freeman
Greg & Jackie Gabbert
Don & Lori Gadient
Tom & Sue Ganzer
Marty & Debbie Gappa




Werner & Kathleen Giesen
Ronald Gillett
Susan & Earl Gilman
Stuart & Susan Gock
Robert & Gwen Goehner
Glen & Janice Goeman
Bob & Fay Goldstrand
George & Cheryl Goodsell
Lawrence & Joan Greco
Patrick & Bridget Griffin
Ken & Cathy Grimm
Dan & Cynthia Groth
Donald & Rita Gruhlke
Jeff & Sherry Gustafson
Ed & Jan Hammell
Joyce & Robert Hamsund
Michele & Robert Handing
Alfred & Karen Hanson
Dave Hanson
George & Joanie Hanson
John & Sandra Hart
Robert & Bryclynn Hartman
Lori & Thomas Hartz
Kristi & Thomas Haselman
Richard & Debra Hawkins
Joseph & Jane Hayes
Shelly & Patrick Hayes
Gayle Heiar
John & Beth Heisler
Scott & Rhonda Helmbrecht
Daniel & Susan Hernlem
Phil & Lynn Herrmann
Kathy & Richard Herron
Leslie & Gary Hesterman
James & Pat Heydon
Robert & Pamela Hill
Jim & Barb Hiniker
Arnold & Joyce Hoffman
Gary & Jane Holen
Debra & Roger Holm
Alfred & Miriam Holtan
Janet & Daniel Hooker
Bruce & Diane Hoseck
Jim & Roxie Hostrawser
Jerry & Marcia Hubner
Michael & Sharon Huntenburg
Ronald & Mary Hurtgen
Michael & Debra Ibis
Nikki & Mark Jacobs
Jenny Jakelsz
Terry & Sheila Jeffrey
Jay & Michele Jensen
Allyn Johnson
Brad & Kari Johnson
David Johnson
Tom & Roberta Johnson
Charles & Nancy Junkerman
Cynthia & Richard Kahn
Loren & Patricia Karner
James & Patricia Karnitz
Joan & Thomas Kauphusman
Michael & Athena Keifer
Charles Kelley
Kevin & Christine Kelling
Lisa Kelsey
Scott & Charna Kelsey
Ann Kendrick
Richard & Rita Kerley
William & Carolyn Kidd
Phil & Angela Kier
Todd & Maureen Kiley
Rachel & Jack Kinzer
Mary & Karl Kjeldsen
Gerry & Ann Klapperich
Richard & Nancy Klimek
James & Barbara Klingle
Darcy & Jamie Klund
Martin & Mary Ellen Knuth
Duane & Penny Koehler
Darci Kolb
Jeryl Komejan
David & Debra Koonce
Mike & Judy Koski
Rick & Barb Kowall
Keith & Mary Kowitz
Char & Karl Kreuzer
Blaine & Mary Grafton Krogh
Daniel & Brenda Kroll
James & Becki Kurtz
Richard & Maria Kurutz
Larry & Carla Laber
Alfred & Kaye Laitinen
Jeff & Donna Laitsch
Larry & Jane Lamborn
Bruce & Michelle Lammers
Gary & Fern Langfoss
Brad & Beth Larson
Keith & Karen Larson
Mark & Debra Larson
Douglas & Carliss Lau
Paul & Bonnie Lauman
Lee & Barbara Laur
Mark & Cathy Lee
Gary & Gail LeGare
Thomas & Cindy Leis
Mitch & Vicki Leland
Ronald & Lisa Lenoch
Mike & Brenda Lepke
Jane Lewis
Kevin & Mary Lieders
Wayne & Mary Lindblom
Paul & Wilma Jeanne Litynski
Don & Mary Lockwood
Leo & Patsy Lofgren
A. Michael & Susan Lorber
James & Ellen Lorenz
Joel & Julianne Loven
Ted & Norma Lujero
Raymond & Barbara Lundeen
Stan & Linda Lundell
Julie & Bob Lutz
Julie & Pat Lynch
Jon & Cheryl Mackereth
Michael & Marian Malek
Gregory & Becky Maliszewski
Erik & Christine Malvik
Rita & Dan Marquardt
Eugene & Joanne Mashak
Tony & Cheryl Mathison
Michael & Christine Maultra
Sherrill McCallson
Ed & Betty McGeary
Steve & Mary McGree
John & Liz McGrew
Richard & Linda McKnight
Daniel & Sharon McLaughlin
Tom & Toni McMillin
Donald & Gayle McRae
Donald Meindel
Susan Meindel
Dorene & Larry Menden
Gary & Virginia Messick
Curtis & Donna Meyer
James Meyer
Roderick & Patricia Meyer
Michelle & Thomas Michelson
Steve & Roxanne Mickelson
Rick & Jeanette Mikl
Ron & Cheryl Milazzo
David & Barbara Miller
Joe & Rita Miller
Raymond & Joan Miller
Dan & Nancy Minnick
Dave & Jan Minor
Paul &  Delores Moeching
Alvin & Shelia Moen
Carl & Amy Mundth
James & Judith Murphy
Leonard & Bonnie Murray
Jim & Rachel Narum
Delores & Richard Nelson
Donald & Denise Nelson
Glen & Sande Nelson
Lon & Carol Nelson
Merlin & Mary Nelson
Richard & Delores Nelson
Shane Nelson
Jay Nesbitt
John & Kris Nett
Bret & Carol Neuenschwander
Edward & Corine Neuman
David & Michelle Newcomb
Katherine Ney
Greg & Nancy Noel
John & Lois Novotny
Roger & Helen Nyman
Debera & Arlen O’Brien
Joe & Beatriz O’Hara
William & Carol O’Laughlin
David & Bonnie Olson




Steven & Nan Olson
Veryl & Lynne Olson
Mark & Sharon Otte
Cindy Owen
Ron & Linda Padley
James & Lynn Palin
Lee & Gail Panzer, Sr.
Earl & Eileen Patterson
Ardyce & Norman Paulson
Denise & Laverne Paulson
Dan & Lynn Pawlak
Jeff & Mary Peck
David & JoAnn Peine
Joseph & Sharon Perron
Linda Pesheck
Shirley & Richard Peter
Joseph & Sara Peters
Arnold & Ann Peterson
Bob & Lois Peterson
Dale & Linda Peterson
Lee & Jean Peterson
Ronald & Rebecca Peterson
Mark & Luann Piazza
Cindy Pickering
William & Sheryl Pietkauskis
Philip Pilarski
Mark & Debra Piper
Mart & Joan Pobul
Mike & Joni Polehna
Nicholas & Mary Poleschuk
Fred & Barbra Pollman
Thomas & Marcia Poquette
Gayle & Deniece Poradek
Lee & Tammy Potter
Lois Precourt
Signe Pretzel
Dale & Denise Priebe
John & Julie Priem
Tim & Patty Prom
Rudolph & Patricia Pugel
Carl & Mary Radke
Dennis & Linda Radkey
Jane & Donald Rahman
Bradley & Kathleen Randolph
Glenn & Sharon Rasmusson
Robert & Anita Redmond
Mike & Patty Reinert
James & Mary Reinhardt
Thomas & Julie Revering
Ralph & Kate Rinehart
Michael & Grace Riska
Elizabeth Roberts
Jeanne & Jerry Roberts
Rodney & Nancy Roberts
David & Elisabeth Rogers
Todd & Merry Rohloff
Sandra & Roger Roraff
Kelly & Jean Rosekrans
Edward & Catherine Ross
Jim & Pat Rossman
Chuck & Terri Rothmeier
Randy & Cheryl Roubal
Stephen & Terry Rozek
Jim & Jill Rude
Raymond & Leslie Ryan
Mark & Shirley Sacia
Kevin & Bea Salisbury
Deborah & Donald Salyards
Wally & Dan Samp
John & Jamie Santos
David & Sherri Sarbacker
Duane & Lavonne Sasse
Thomas & Carol Sauerer
John & Monica Scanlon
Joseph & Kim Schaubschlager
John & Dorothy Schmaltz
John & Margaret Schmelzer
John & Kim Schmidt
Marlin & Nancy Schmidt
Linda Schmitz
Kathleen Schneider
Mary & Ron Schneider
Dale & Jill Scholz
Daniel & Jane Schooley
Mark & Judy Schostag
Ronald & Denyse Schroeder
Roger & Jane Schubbe
Matthew & Elizabeth Schultz
Wayne & Susan Schumacher
John & Nancy Schurhammer
Jim & Angela Scott
Lynelle & Thomas Scullard
Arthur & Michelle Sears
Stephen & Loretta Semling
Roger & Patti Seymour
Anthony & Marsha Shafer
Rick & Denise Shannon
Joe & Jackie Sheedy
Thomas & Linda Siegert
Mark & Jean Simmons
Jim & Pam Simonette
Cyndi & John Skodinski
James & Mary Rose Skroch
Dennis & Rita Slaby
Chris & Sherri Smith
Cathy Snyder
Al & Pat Solheid
Tom & Mary Sonnek
Constance & Charles Soper
Barbara & Eric Sorenson
Michael & Ann Sosniecki
Lonnie & Vicky Spaeth
Mark & Mary Spellman
Dan & Betty Splitt
Laverne & Susa Spring
Dean & Lori Springer
Jerome & Jill Srnec
Thomas & Lorna Staska
Tom & Debbie Stawinoga
Allen & Sheila Steck
Debbie & Jeffrey Steel
John Stemper & Diane Hageman
Debra Stenger
Donald & Rhonda Stenzel
Bjerke & Carol Steven
Dan & Christine Stitt
Karen Stoltz
Richard & Tammy Stovey
Ronald & Gloria Sturm
James & Juliane Sullivan
Joseph & Kathy Sullivan
Charles & Roxanne Sundin
Scott & Jackie Svenby
David Swanson
Alan & Sharon Swayze
Thomas & Donna Tanel
Craig & Pam Taylor
Mary & Kenneth Boehmke
Virginia Teggatz
Bruce & Ruth Tharaldson
Mary & Donald Theuninck
Gerald & Kari Thiede
John & Mary Thomas
Clifford & Cynthia Thompson
Mike & Kathy Thompson
Mitch & Dana Thompson
Craig & Mary Thorson
Kent & Susan Ties
James & Marianne Tiffany
Debra & Albin Timm
John & Kathy Tingleaf
Don & Carrie Tingwald
John Tlougan
Dennis & Nancy Toll
Paul & Jan Tollefson
James & Barb Trewick
Virgil & Wanda Trocinski
Martha & Jeffrey Troop
Teresa Trott
Diane Tucker
Joseph & Judith Twardy
Robert & Mary Ueland
Michael & Patricia Urbach
Donald & Diane Van Nevel
Craig & Carol Van Oort
Robert & Shirley VandenHoek
Terry Vatland
Penny & Kenneth Venus
Brian & Charla Vick
Kurt & Lisa Vieth
Duane & Janet Vike
Richard & Susan Vincent
Joel & Pamela Vindal
Thomas & Mary Vogel
Fed & Jody Vollbrecht
Mitch & Karen Volner
Thomas & Michele Vyvyan
Rachel Wade
Allan & Sue Waelchli
Terry & Darla Walburg
Jill & John Waldron
Richard & Jane Walker
James & Judy Wamsley
Coleen Wanek
Lee & Barbara Ward
Joe & Marcia Wegleitner
John & Sandra Weimerskirch
Leland & Janice Weinmann
Roxanne & David Wendlandt
Bob & Linda Wennerstrom
Kyle & Renee Whited
Cleon Wilbur
Timothy & Sandy Wilcox
John & Linda Wilhelm
Don & Nancy Wille
Jean Willer
Dudley & Carol Williams
John & Susan Williams
Edward & Marie Wilmes
Karl & Linda Woerle
Brent & Sue Wohlers
Steven & Rita Wojnowski
Joe & Teresa Wolf
Jolie & Ronald Wood
Donald & Gail Woody
Larry & Susan Wrobel
David & Lori Wroge
Tina Wyatt
Ralph & Lynn Yates
James & JoAnn Young
Nancy Young
James & Brenda Yurk
Robert & Ramona Zabel
Robert & Deborah Zabel
Gary & Susan Zastoupil
Lois & Ronald Zoromski
Mike & Mary Zyvoloski
FRIENDS





David & Muriel Arnold Family Fund
Don & Pat Cieminski
James & Priscilla Clark
Dennis & Vicki Decker
Robert & Barbara DuFresne
Beverly & Gordon Elliott
Andrea & David Essar
Cal & Arlayne Fremling
Harry & Ormsin Gardiner
Robert & Erika Gilbertson
Donald Helble
Helen Imm Trust
Harland & Pauline Knight
Rosemary & John Langston
Burl & Nadine Leo
Madeo & Rosemary Molinari
Floretta Murray Estate
Gerald & Patricia Neal
James & Ann Nichols
Michael Niedenfuehr
Jon Nienow
C. Francis & Maryllis Oehlke
Barbara & William Owens
Duane & Patte Peterson
Daniel & Margaret Preska
Ruth Radsek
Jim & Nancy Reynolds
Robert & Aileen Rice




Stephen & Barb Slaggie
Robert & Mary Jo Strauss
Rita Sullivan Estate
Donald & Norma Vinger
Keystone Society - ($2,500-$4,999)
Chris & Stacy Arnold
Scott & Jane Biesanz
Susan J. Day
Conway & Beth Elton
Greg & Terri Evans
Lee & Ione Loerch
Wayne Peterson
Pdon & Glenda Pinkham
Susan Rislove
Mike Schwitz
Pete & Joyce Woodworth
Arch Society - ($1,000-$2,499)
Anonymous
Gary & Ellen Evans
Karen & O.J. Fawcett
Rose-Marie Fox
Michelle McLaughlin Fries & David 
 Fries
Shirley Haesly
Chops & Diana Hancock
Thomas & N. Jo An Hirsch
Thom & Robyn Kieffer
Dale & Linda Kukowski
Joanne & Kenneth Lanik
John & Cindy Leaf
Joyce Locks
Phyllis Marston
Dennis & Carmon McEntaffer
Jim & Linda Meyer
Scott & Rachel Mihalic
Randy & Gloria Miller
Kenneth & Sally Mogren
Rod & Nancy Nelson
Linda Neville
Andrew Nyhus
Fred & Sandra Olson
Marie Plaskett
Ken Rumpca
Mike & Cherie Russell
Helen & Randal Russett
William Shanahan
Curtis and Karen Siemers
Craig Williams
Colonnade Society - ($500-$999)
Nancy Borchert
Nancy M. & James R. Brown
Roger & Myra Carlson
David & Judy Chapin
Traci & Eric Dean
James & Mary Eddy
Gladys Emanuel
Brenda & Matt Entz
Pat & Richard Enz
John & Roberta Givens
Roderick & Ernestine Henry
Brian Kopper & Julie Norris
Leone J. & Thomas E. Mauszycki
Jean Mickelson Michaux & James 
 Michaux
Jay Milstein
Paul Morgan & Rita Miller
Robert & Lois Neis




John Poling & Cindy Jokela
Nancy & Rick Schwein
Thomas & Susan Sefkow
Michael Speltz
Ron & Diane Stevens
Shelley & David Stewart
Courtney Strang
Steve Tilson & Sally Johnstone
Shirley & John Weis
Louis & Carole Winslow
Neil & Mary Wirth Estate
Pamela & Marvin Wolfmeyer
Laura Wright
Charlie & Marlys Zane





Karen & Dennis Cleveland
William Doerer
Jane Estes
Donald & Phyllis Fick
David Fischer
Jenny & Dan Florness
Kristen Fossell
John & Karen Gardner
Carol Girard
Jon & Mary Gislason
Lee & Dianne Gray




Carol Kohner & Joseph Sherman
Carol Korda
Darrell & Nancy Krueger
Bob & Debra Leaf
Robert & Suzanne Lietzau
Daniel & Natalie Matejka
Katie Maultra
Margaret & Alden McCutchan
Lawrence McFarlane
Jerry & Susan Miller
Dennis Nielsen
Corwin Osterloh
Jack & Kristen Paris
Raymond Pavelko
Paul & Kathi Peterson
Richard & Denise Pflughoeft
James Prange
Ruby Richardson
Judy & Charles Schlawin
Kay & John Schweisthal





Patricia & Gerald Stone
Walter & Darlene Thompson
Ronald & Linda Thurow
Everett & Shirley Walden
Darlene & Jerry Wedemeier
Jenny Wilmes
Benchmark Society - ($100-$249)
Anonymous
Jane & Mike Alexander





John & Jani Baures
Frederick Becker
Richard & Sharon Behnke
Chuck & Barbara Bentley
Mary & J. Lawrence Bergin
Ted & Patti Biesanz
Scott & Debra Birdsall
Mollie Bjelland
John & Deb Blausey
David & Susan Bratt
Cynthia & William Bringelson
Elizabeth Burke & Kent Gernander
Louis & Lavonne Callahan
Bruce & Jenny Carpenter
Leslie & Walter Chick
George & Pauline Christensen
Dorothy & Bill Chuchna
James & Ruthanne Clark
John Coury
John & Kathleen Daly
Wade Davick




Syble & Robert Eastin
Harold Ellis
Dana Emanuel
Nate & Sherry Emerson
James & Shirley Engbrecht
Brookes Englebert
Matt & Amy Esch
Jeffrey & Melissa Fedor
Jack & Mary Fenner
Jim & Louie Fine
Frederick & Marilyn Foss
Mary Gander
Bill Glowczewski
Steven & Julia Goldberg
Paul Goodfellow
Michael & Marybeth Gordon
Michael & Joette Gostomski
Todd Graff
Thomas & Peggy Graham
Gary & Kathy Granseth
Lori & Steven Greatens
Gary & Marilyn Grob
Marvin & Bergetta Gunderson
Gerald & Patricia Haessig
Gregory Hagen
Greg & Sara Halac
Jerry & Marlene Halron
Dave & Mary Hanna
William Hanson
Stephanie Hare
Jeff & Cindy Harrison
Lawrence & Beverly Hartman
Tracy & Michael Hartmann
Darcy Hauschild
Michael & Susan Hauser
Robert & Linda Heath




Dan & Dorothy Hoyt
Carol Jefferson
Bert & Anita Johnson
Jerome & Barbara Johnson
Robert & Linda Johnson
Cynthia & Greg Jones
Robert & Carmen Keister
Virginia Kiekbusch
James & Doris Killian
Joan & Lawrence Klemer
Jean Knutzen
Tony & Lois Kochevar
Ed & Jane Kohner
Jon & Carolyn Kosidowski
Denis & Sherry Kotlarz
Gary Kotlarz
Ronald & Roberta Kraft
Kevin & Jemay Leahy
Janice & Robert Lee
Marion & Darol Lee
Gerald & Mary Kuchenmeister-Lein
Joe Lepley
Doug & Cynthia Lofthus
Orval Lund
Aaron & Leann MacLennan
William Malin
This report and honor roll recognizes gifts given in FY08 (July 1, 2007 - June 30, 2008)
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Katie Maschman
Sylvester & Patricia Maultra
Tom & Jody McClellan
Rich & Mary McGill
Robert Meinhard
Eugene & Betty Ann Mielke
Scott Mlynczak
Edward & Phyllis Mohrlant
Howard & Anah Munson
Trevor Narum
Jerry Nauman
Mark & Mary Ness
Brian Norman
Wesley & Myra Norton
Joseph O’Keefe & Rae Gravenish
Carol Orlowske
Jerry & Patricia Papenfuss
Kenneth & Jeanne Parker
Hetal Patel
Loris Patterson
Clifford & Frieda Paulson
Daniel & Mary Kaye Pecarina
Donna Peplinski
Hosea Perry
Kenneth & Mary Kay Peshon
Blanche & Curtis Peters
Eileen & Stewart Peterson
Mark & Ellen Peterson
Marie & Conrad Posz
Dale & Marnae Ranta
Robert & Jean Raz
Jacque Reidelberger
Jim & Lynda Rickoff
Anthony & Linda Rocco
Frank & Joyce Rocco
Peter & Susan Roehl Family Fund 
Allen & Sandra Schmitt
Dick & Mary Schneider
Thomas & Mary Ann Severson
Stewart & Katherine Shaw
Natalie & Darrell Siderius
Steve & Debbie Sing
Marjorie Skree
Al Smith
Mark & Patricia Tighe Sontag
Charlotte & John Speltz




Sharon & Bill Stumpf
Arvid Sundquist
Nick & Santina Taruscio
Davin Thompson
Jeffrey Thompson
Martin & Nancy Thompson
Mrs. Robert Toye
Roland & Norma Trumble
Sommer Vaughan
Tom & Bette Von Feldt
Kurt & Susan Waananen






Tom & Barbara Wynn
Travis & Kristina Zick
Other Donors 
Michael & Joan Abbott
Richard Abbott
Joseph & Mary Abler
Lisa & Bruce Abts
Betty Acheff




Horace & Rose Andersen
Carol Anderson
James & Olive Anderson
Maxine Anderson
Shawn Anderson
Dan & Jeni Arnold
Jennifer Arnold
Joyce & Robert Austin
Gloria & John Bang
Pat & Randolph Baranczyk
Tom & Judy Barrett
Ramona & George Bartels
Eric & Catherine Bartleson
Thomas & Marilyn Bayer
Bruce & Jane Bechtle
Raymond & Lorayne Bechtle
Dan & Patti Bengston
Mary Bergland
Mike Bernatz
Jill & Kenneth Bernstein
Vic & Bonnie Bertel
David & Barbara Sue Bickel
Beverly Billman
David & Bonnie Bisbee
Richard Bisbee
Daniel & Patricia Blaskowski
Carol Blumberg
Judy Bodway
Allen & Jackie Boettcher
Margaret Boland
Ron & Kim Brackey
John Brinkman
Andrea Bronk
Thomas & Trisha Brown
Timothy & Christine Brown
Jim & Linda Bruner
Tom & Donna Buck
James & Pat Buechler
Frank & Ruth Bures
Doug & Caren Burt
Ronald Butterfield
Duane & Roxanne Byom
Mary Cady
James & Leatha Campbell
Richard & Paula Carpenter
Peggy Carroll
Renee & Todd Cavegn
David & Torrie Chizek
George & Dee Cipov
Amy & Robert Clapp
David & Margaret Clark
Brett & Hollie Clarke
William & Barbara Colclough, Jr.
Michael & Theresa Cole
Robert & Janet Cowels
Kent & Jane Cowgill
William & Jane Crise
Brian & Sarah Curtin
Eileen Daily
Betty & Richard Darby
Joseph David
Dick & Aloha Davis
Audrey & Henry Deblon
Liz Deen
Emilio & Monica DeGrazia
David & Bernita Derickson
Willy & Deborah Dickenson
Paul & Brenda Diehl
Diane Dingfelder
Ron Dreas
Jeffrey & Jorja DuFresne
Mark & Nancy Dumke
Barbara & Gary Eckenberg
Nick & Lori Edstrom
Dan Eichman
Shirley Eiken
Ahmed & Beverly El-Afandi
Eric & Tara Ellestad
Kevin & Susan Ellinghuysen
Roland & Jeannette Elsner
Eddie & Kathy Entz
Gloria & Donald Ergle
Dean & Victoria Feldman
Steve & B.C. Felix
Mark & Julia Fenlon
Jack Fenner
Gail Ferenc
Stan & Suzanne Ferguson
Tim Feyen & Tami Wall-Feyen
Catherine & Robert Fick
Kerry Fine
Roland & Patricia Finner
Duane & Betty Fisk
Gary & Mary Fitterer
Sharon & Richard Flatten
Tina & Brett Flick
David Forsythe
James & Sandra Foster
Robert & Maureen Freedland
Jeff & Sheri Frey




Phil & Georgianna Gernes
Mary & Joseph Goldberg
Kim Goldstein
Joanne Gove
George & Betty Grangaard
Robert & Christina Griffin
John & Carol Gronseth




Kenneth & Caroline Hamilton
Heidi & Bart Hanson
Cherie Harkenrider
Lois Harvey
Paul & Susan Hedlund
Dolorous & Larry Heffner
Deb Hegland
Leonard & Genevieve Heidenreich
Steven & Lori Helke
Donna Heyer
Carol Heyl




John & Connie Hoffman
Ursula & Robert Hogenson
Daniel & Leanne Holland
Robert Hoodecheck
Robert & Emily Horton
Joseph & Amy Hutter
Verda Imm
Tomasz & Joanna Inglot
Joseph Ives
Robert Ives
Bradford & Anne Jensen
Allyn Johnson
James Johnson
David & Joyce Johnston
Mary Lou Jones
Steve & Jean Jorde
Mary Joyce
Jim & Jenny Kahl
Robert & Barbara Kallman
Patricia & Richard Kamla
Cindy Killion
Nicole Klingle
David & Betsy Knapp
Bruce Koehler
Darlene & Duane Koehler
Albert & Louella Koehnle
Robert & Marlene Kohner
Nancy Kosciolek & Rob Nordin
Armella Kotlarz
Scott & Renee Kotlarz
Joe & Ruthe Kowalsky
Ann Krenz
Joyce & Gary Kreppel
Susan & Ron Krogman
Cindy & Andy Kronebusch
Tom Kukowski
Scott & Pam LaBarge
William Laehn






Sydney & Monica Lazere
Sue Lynn Lee
David & Diane Leiderman
Raymond & Joy Lemmer
R.A. & Mary Leppala
Mike & Sara Levenstein
Gary & Holly Lewis
Duane & Judy Lien
Robert Lindgren
Rich & Beverly Lindseth
Karen & Edward Littlejohn
Jacqueline & Jon Lucivansky
Brian & Kathy Lund
Dianne & Ric-olin Lyles
Mary Malloy
Chris & Patricia Malotka
Nancy Malotke
John & Marleen Martin
Michael Mashock
Robin & David McBride
Dorothy McCabe
Keitha McCarthy




Leland & Cleo McMillen
Heather & Sergio Mendoza
Roger & Ramona Metz
Curt & Barb Mihm
Richard & Lavonne Mikrut
James & Margaret Miller
Jill Miller
John & Barbara Moen
Cynthia & Kirk Moist
Jerry Moriarity
Cori Morse
Sue Ann & William Mullen
Darrin & Michelle Nagy
Lynn Nankivil
Mary Jeanine & Martin Napoli
Helen Neavill
John & Kris Nett
Rose Nowitzke
Kevin & Camilla O’Laughlin
David & Darlene Olson
Lorene Olson
Dean & Joan Ostendorf
Lisa Ann Ostendorf
Chad & Anita Otterness
Russ & Pat Owen
David Padden
Al & Tally Parnett
Jonathan & Lisa Marie Paul
Pat Pellowski
Bruce & Sandy Perlmutter
Joan Peterson Lussenhop & Paul 
 Lussenhop
William & Kathleen Peterson
Ken & Marge Poblocki
Richard & Sandy Pope
Ivie & Michele Popplewell
Nora Prom
Wayne & Joan Purtzer
Jennie & Kevin Rafferty
Russell & Wanda Rattunde
Joan & Wayne Redig
Michael & Cherish Bauer-Reich
Richard & Irene Renk
Dominic & Barbara Ricciotti
Richard & Mary Ritenour
John Robb
Cecilia Rokusek
James & Karen Ruetz
Norman & Lois Sanwick
Gloria Savino
Robert & Connie Scharlau
Najib Schlosstein
Roger Schmid
Jill & William Schmidt
Joy & David Schmidtknecht
Jerry & Marilyn Schneider
Cheryl Schober
Donald & Lorraine Schroeder
Ronald & Denyse Schroeder
Bradley Schultz
Ron & Cloann Schultz




Thomas & Gloria Siewert
Donald & Lillian Sinkula





Ken & Rene Speer
Richard & Jami Spitzer
Darrel & Agnes Splittstoesser
Marsha & Larry Stenzel
Paula Stephens
Richard & Pamela Strauss
Rosemarie Strong
Richard Stuedemann
Kevin & Maria Stumo
Brian Sylvester
Ronald & Ellen Syse
Earl & Adelle Takaoka
Jack & Gerri Taylor
Gerald & Kathy Thomas
Janet Thorne
Karry & Steven Thorson
Linda & Joseph Tierney
Howard & Patricia Tomashek
George & Ramona Trentz
Charlotte Tripp
Scott & Kathleen Turner
Rachel & Mark Udstuen
Paul & Judy Ulland
Barry & Kristine Valk
Henry & Alice Van Kirk
Henry Van Poperin
Marwood Veale
Penny & Kenneth Venus
Jim & Nita Voorhees
J. V. & Mary Ellen Wadden
Michael Walker
Marcia Ward & Robert Tasca
James & Mary Warren
Janice & Leland Weinmann
Karrol & Ronald Wenzel
Ronald Wesolowski




Calvin & Barbara Winbush
Craig Winchester
Thomas Wistrcill
Orvil & Louise Wobig
Duane & Edwina Wolfe
David & Lori Wroge
James & Toni Zaborowski
Steve Zolondek
FACULTY & STAFF





















































































































































































































































































































































































Capstone Society - ($5,000+ )
Anonymous
Elizabeth Callendar King Foundation
Federated Insurance
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Hiawatha Education Foundation
Kwik Trip, Inc.
Lewiston Auto Company, Inc.
Merchants Bank
Merrimak Capital Company, LLC
Miller Felpax Corporation
Morrie Miller Athletic Foundation
National Children’s Alliance
RTP Company
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
Sport & Spine Physical Therapy
Teamsters Local No. 320
The Greater Kansas City Community 
 Foundation & Affiliated 
 Trusts




Winona Elks Lodge No. 327
Winona Lighting Studio, Inc.
Winona National Bank
Keystone Society - ($2,500-$4,999)
Annexstad Family Foundation
Robert Clark Charitable Foundation 
Downtown Dental
Eagles Club-F.O.E. No 1243
HBC, Inc.
Pershing LLC




Wm. Miller Scrap Iron & Metal Co.
Arch Society - ($1,000-$2,499)
Austin Mutual Insurance Company  
  Foundation
Children’s Hospitals and Clinics of  
  Minnesota
Community of Christ Church
Inter Faculty Organization (IFO)
Knights of Columbus Club
Mayo Foundation
Minnesota Society of CPA’s
RSM McGladrey, Inc.
Senior Friendship Center
Southwest Minnesota State 
 University Faculty 
 Association
St. Cloud State University Faculty 
 Association
Tri-Mac
United Machine & Foundry Corp.
Whiting Oil & Gas Corp.
Win-Cres Chapter Trout Unlimited
Winona Noon Lions Club
Workforce Development, Inc
WSU Faculty Association
Colonnade Society - ($500-$999)
Apple Computer, Inc.
Bemidji State University Faculty 
 Association
Bemis Company, Inc.
Bluff City Properties, Inc.
Daktronics Inc.
Federated Youth Foundation









United Way of Greater Twin Cities
W & C Printing Company, Inc.
Wells Fargo Community Support  
  Campaign
Winona Area Catholic Schools
Winona Nursery
YMCA




Bonanza Heating and Sheet Metal
Bub’s Brewing Co. Inc.
Coda Composites Company
Country Kitchen








Reel Addiction Charters, LLC
Rotary Club of Winona
Tri-Beta Biological Honor Society
Wapasha Construction Company
Winona County




Benchmark Society - ($100-$249)
Alliance Card Inc
Andersons Fluorescent Minerals

















Hawks View Cottages of Fountain City
J & K Office Products
Jack and Sarah Matasosky 
 Foundation
Johnson Hearing Aid Center, Inc
Law Offices of Fleck, Mather &  
  Strutz, Ltd
Market & Johnson
Martindale & Associates, LC
Micro-coax
Midtown Foods
Mississippi Welders Supply Co
Morgan’s Jewelers
Mugby Junction
Owen Warneke & Associates
Panek Construction & Development
Retro Systems, LLC
Ronco Engineering Sales, Inc
Russell & Associates LLC
Saint Mary’s Press




Werden Insurance Services LLC






Adventure Cycle & Ski
Amazing Budabi Brothers
Ambitions Salon for Men & Women
APRS World, LLC
Arnold’s Supply





Brown’s Creative Picture Framing
Buzz Promotions
Carlson Tax & Accounting
Carroll, Chris, D.M.D.
Cedar Valley Golf Course
Charlie’s D & D Bar & Grill
Charter Communications
Classic Travel









Goodson Tools & Supplies
Great River Harbor Campgrounds  
  & Dock
Group 3 Inc
H. F. Twietmeyer Enterprises
Hiatt Manufacturing Inc.




Jay & Dee’s Special T’s
K. B. Audio-Visual Services
Kish Electric
Little River Ranch
Long Grove Enterprises LLC
Loon Lake Decoy Co.
MGM Liquor
Minnesota Wild of the National  




North Dakota Petroleum Council
Pflughoeft Pederson & Johnsrud




Robertson, Blahnik & Nelson
Saint Mary’s University IT 
 Department
Schott Distributing Co., Inc.
Signature’s Restaurant
Stanley Consultants
Sugar Loaf Ford & Lincoln




TOPS MN 263 Winona
Treasure Island Resort & Casino
Trempealeau Mountain
United Way of America
Warehouse Liquors
Winona Agency, Inc.
Winona Bread & Bagel
Winona Chiropractic Center
Winona Discount Liquor







WSU Men’s Basketball Team
WSU Men’s Golf
WSU Retirement Center










Adobe Systems Inc. Matching Gift 
 Program
Ameriprise Financial




BP Matching Funds Program



























Merck & Co., Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Company, Inc.

















St. Jude Medical, Inc.
St. Paul Travelers Foundation
The Hartford
The Sallie Mae Fund
Thomson North America Legal
Thomson West
Thrivent Financial Foundation
Tofias PC Charitable Foundation
The Toro Company
Trane








Xcel Energy Services Inc.
Zurich US Foundation
Gifts In Honor Of
Roberta Bumann’s retirement
Diane & Brian Forsyth
Cindy & Glenn Scherb
Melanie Johnson
Jo & Jerry Stejskal
WSU Nursing Faculty
Karen Cleveland
Joe & Ruthe Kowalsky
Our Granddaughter, Megan
Gayle & Bernard Goetzman
Incoming students
Andrea Bronk
The International Community 
Deepshika Ramanan





MCC Teachers & Staff
Jean Hayes
Sam Molter’s graduation from WSU 
Lillian Wright & C. Emil Berglund 
 Foundation
Merle and Betty Lou Peterson’s 
 marriage
Arthur & Janice Olson
Judge Margaret Shaw’s Retirement
Kevin & Camilla O’Laughlin
The remarkable people I met at WSU.
Sonali & Ashan Paranawitane




B. J. Kadrmas, Inc
Ballantyne Oil
Tom & Judy Barrett
Thomas & Marilyn Bayer
David & Barbara Sue Bickel
Allen & Jackie Boettcher
Nancy & Roger Borchert
James & Leatha Campbell





Nancy & Daniel Goltz
Darcy Hauschild
Robert & Linda Johnson
K. B. Audio-Visual Services
Joan & Lawrence Klemer
David & Betsy Knapp
Armella Kotlarz
Denis & Sherry Kotlarz
Gary Kotlarz
Scott & Renee Kotlarz
Law Offices of Fleck, Mather & Strutz,  
  Ltd
Tom & Jody McClellan
Charlotte McLaughlin
Micro-coax
North Dakota Petroleum Council
Wesley & Myra Norton
David & Darlene Olson
Jack & Kristen Paris
Michael Reich & Cherish Bauer-Reich
Saint Mary’s University IT Department
Roger Schmid
Donald & Lillian Sinkula
Martin & Nancy Thompson
Whiting Oil & Gas Corp.
Virginia Capron 
Bonnie & Vic Bertel
 Rod & Ernestine Henry
 Howard & Anah Munson
 Fred & Sandra Olson
 Loris Patterson
 Lillian Spencer










Vic & Bonnie Bertel
Harry & Katie Buck
Barbara & William Colclough, Jr.
Craig & Anita Currier
Betty & Dick Darby
Audrey & Henry Deblon
Gladys Emanuel
Richard Emanuel & Julie Dumoulin
Karen & O. J. Fawcett
George & Betty Grangaard
Gary & Marilyn Grob
Rod & Ernestine Henry
Carol Heyl
Herb & Barbara Hultgren
Glen Johnson
Bob & Carmen Keister
Don & Joni Klagge
Pauline & Harland Knight
Ann & David Kohner
Nancy Kosciolek & Rob Nordin
John & Mia Martin
Richard & Lavonne Mikrut
Moon & Rosemary Molinari
Howard & Anah Munson
George & Nancy O’Reilly
Fred & Sandra Olson
Gene & Deborah Pelowski
Curtis & Blanche Peters
Duane & Patte Peterson
Merle & Betty Peterson
Jean & Bob Raz
Rill Ann & Lawrence Reuter
Jim & Nancy Reynolds
Susan Rislove
Joanne Rosczyk
Pat & Dan Rukavina
Carol & Curt Rustad
Judy & Charles Schlawin
Charles & Judith Shepard
Richard & Jami Spitzer
Jo & Jerry Stejskal
Bob & Mary Jo Strauss
Arvid Sundquist
Kurt & Susan Waananen









Pauline & Harland Knight
Patrick Holmes
Corey & Kimberly Mir
Braden Holst
Renee & Todd Cavegn
Cori L.Morse
Retro Systems, LLC
Amy J. & Robert Clapp
Barbara K. & Gary Eckenberg
Heather & Sergio Mendoza
Kristin & Jeremy O’Reilly
Jonathan D. & Lisa Marie Paul
Jane E. & John Steiner
Janet M. Thorne
Brookes A. Englebert
John & Heather Holst




Don & Sandra Curtin
Nora Gohman
Ann Hickman
Richard & Patricia Kamla
Howard & Anah Munson
Michael Walker
Annette Horton
Jo & Jerry Stejskal
Melvin Kirkland 
Gloria & John Bang
Jean Strom
Jessie Beaton Larson 




Karen & O.J. Fawcett
Carol Jane Miller
Richard & Sandy Pope
Donald D. & Lorraine Schroeder
Harry Mechell Sr




Rose & Horace Andersen
Anonymous
Dave & Muriel Arnold
Badger Foundry Co.
Frederick Becker
Jill & Kenneth Bernstein
Judy Bodway
Kevin Brady
Gary & Judee Brone
Tom & Donna Buck
Roger & Carol Buege
Roberta Bumann
Ruth & Frank Bures
Doug & Caren Burt
Peggy Carroll
Charlie’s D & D Bar & Grill
City of Winona
Ajit & Molly Daniel
Joseph David
Robert & Debra David
Landis & Janet Doner
Jim & Mary Eddy
Kevin & Susan Ellinghuysen
Harold Ellis
Wayne Fatchett
Steve & B.C. Felix
Gail Ferenc
Stan & Suzanne Ferguson
Sharon & Richard Flatten
Robert & Maureen Freedland
Hope & Dave Furrer
Carol Gainer
Charlotte Gepner
Thomas & Ann Gibson
Mary & Joseph Goldberg
Steven & Julia Goldberg
Kim Goldstein
Mike & Joette Gostomski
Thomas & Peggy Graham
Cherie Harkenrider
Lois Harvey
Michael & Susan Hauser





Steve & Jean Jorde
Mary Joyce
Jim & Jenny Kahl
Rich & Priscilla Kalbrener
Bob Kierlin & Mary Burrichter
Don & Joni Klagge
Robert & Marlene Kohner
Steve & Candi Kohner
Joyce & Gary Kreppel
William Laehn
Mindy Langer
Sydney & Monica Lazere
Bob & Deb Leaf
Raymond & Joy Lemmer
Mike & Sara Levenstein
Robert Lieberman
Karen & Ed Littlejohn
Jerry & Sotie McCartney
Dennis & Rebecca McGann
Alyce Jo McGrath
Mike & Karen Mehlman
Carl & Caralee Miller
Miller Felpax Corporation




Rod & Nancy Nelson
Edward & Corine Neuman
Bud & Karen Nystrom
Beatriz & Joe O’Hara
Amparo Oevering
Al & Tally Parnett
Pat Pellowski
Donna Peplinski
David & Mary Percival
Bruce & Sandy Perlmutter
Polachek Electric, Inc.
Ivie & Michele Popplewell
Jennie & Kevin Rafferty
Bob & Jean Raz
Richard & Irene Renk
Robertson, Blahnik & Nelson
Ronco Engineering Sales, Inc
Dan & Pat Rukavina
Russell & Associates LLC
Donald & Deborah Salyards
Thomas & Carol Sauerer
Gloria Savino
Joy & David Schmidtknecht
Marilyn & Jerry Schneider
Tom & Mary Ann Severson
Charles & Judith Shepard
Mae Shortridge
Gloria & Tom Siewert
Deb & Randy Skarlupka
Jo & Jerry Stejskal
Richard & Pamela Strauss
Bob & Mary Jo Strauss
Rosemarie Strong
James & Sandra Swearingen
Lynn & Dave Theurer
Kathy & Gerald Thomas
Howard & Patricia Tomashek
Scott & Kathleen Turner
Marwood Veale
Jim & Nita Voorhees
Judy & Jerry Whetstone
John & Jan Wildenborg
Winona National Bank




Merle J. & Betty Peterson
Thomas Pietsch
St. Croix Valley Angus Association
Ken & Rene Speer
Frank Rocco
Dave & Muriel Arnold
Ervin Bublitz
Roberta Bumann
Dennis & Karen Cleveland




Pauline & Harland Knight
Nancy & Thomas Nelton
Rill Ann & Lawrence Reuter
Anthony & Linda Rocco
Joanne Rosczyk
Jim & Kim Schmidt




Leslie & Walter Chick
 Marilyn & Gary Grob
 Jeanette Karjala
 Howard & Anah Munson
 Richard & Marlene Sather
 Marjorie Skree
 Charlotte & John Speltz
 TOPS MN 263 Winona
 Linda Wood
Ken Seebold 
James & Olive Anderson
George & Dee Cipov
Debra & Geoffrey Fuerstenau
Rich & Beverly Lindseth
Linda Neville
Bob & Mary Jo Strauss
Jared Stene
Anonymous
Cindy & Glenn Scherb
Kristi & Louis Ziegler
Kerry Williams 
Ramona & George Bartels
Carol Blumberg
John Burdick
Mary Burrichter & Bob Kierlin
Richard Deyo
Jerry & Lanell Gerlach
Amy & Chad Hermodson
Mary & David Kesler
Kristi Lane
Nancy Peterson & Bill Ng
Rill Ann & Lawrence Reuter
Jim & Nancy Reynolds
Susan & Thomas Sefkow
Jo & Jerry Stejskal
Margaret Williams
WSU Foundation Annual Report and Donor Honor Roll
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Support for Student-Athletes
      
T he Winona State University Warrior Club invites you to consider membership in the official booster organization for Warrior athletics. 
Your monetary contribution of any amount qualifies 
you for membership and puts you among friends 
and fans who support the continued success of 
Warrior student-athletes.
The Warrior Club is an incorporated, not-for-
profit organization that provides scholarship 
support for Winona State athletics. A volunteer 
board of directors manages the club, with active 
participation from university administration, 
coaches, and athletic department staff. The 
Warrior Club’s mission is to promote and advance 
Winona State’s intercollegiate athletic program.
Warrior Club revenues come from our annual 
fundraisers:  the Warrior Club Golf Classic in 
July at Cedar Valley Golf Course; the Warrior 
Club Sports Auction on Homecoming weekend; 
the Warrior Club Holiday High School Basketball 
Tournament held between Christmas and New 
Year’s; and the Warrior Club Membership Drive 
each spring.
Last year the club made a commitment of 
$175,000 for athletic scholarships. This year we 
will commit that same amount.  While revenue 
generation has increased over the last five years, 
Winona State still falls short of the maximum 
number of scholarships allowed for each sport by 
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference and 
NCAA Division II.  We are fortunate to have quality 
coaches who are able to do more with less. These 
individuals are extremely efficient in their search 
for outstanding student-athletes.
Currently, the Warrior Club Membership Drive 
is our largest revenue support. Warrior Club 
members at any giving level receive quarterly 
newsletters to keep them up-to-date with the 
Warriors.  Please consider making a pledge of 
support and join the winning Warriors team!  
If you have any questions about the Warrior 
Club, you may contact University Advancement 
(507.457.5020) or the Athletic Department at 
(507.457.5210).
Thanks for your continued support, and GO 
WARRIORS!
Paul Morgan
President, WSU Warrior Club
WARRIOR CLUB 
MEMBERS 2008-09
Please note: Warrior Club 
memberships include benefits 
based on level of giving as of 
November 3, 2008.
Warrior ($2,500-$4,999)
Jeff Kusch / Austin Mutual 
   Insurance Company Foundation
Captain ($1,000-$2,499)
Chip & Kari Comadoll
Greg & Terri Evans
Jake Gibbs
Michael & Amy Haas
Larry & Serena Holstad
Glen Johnson
James Madsen
Dennis & Carmon McEntaffer
Judith A. Ramaley
Susan Rislove
Jo & Jerry Stejskal
Varsity ($500-$999)
Joel & Beth Akason
Loren & Deb Benz
Walt & Heather Carpenter
Gordon & Beverly Elliott
Matt & Brenda Entz
Clay & Cheryl Hanks
Brad Hompe
Mike & Kris Ingvalson
Dave & Joyce Keller
Sharen Keller
Carol Kohner & Joseph Sherman
Mike Leaf
Lee & Ione Loerch
Matt Meline
Paul Morgan & Rita Miller
Tim & Lisa Missling
Jon Nienow
Merle & Betty Peterson
Wilbur “Soup” & Patty Winblad
Purple ($250-$499)
Richard & Sharon Behnke
Ted & Patti Biesanz
Orrin Brown
Mike & Alice Celt
David & Judith Chapin
Cary & Cindy Charlson
Chris Christensen
Debra Christenson
Dennis & Karen Cleveland
Curt & Mary Connaughty
Susan Day
Robert & Donna Dobbertin
Robert & Maureen Dolan
John Dullard
Diane Dutcher
Jim & Laura Dybevik
Rudy & Marion Ellis
Craig & Barbara Espe
Jane Estes
Pat & John Ferden
Don & Phyllis Fick
Jenny & Dan Florness
Dean & Annette Freiheit
Cass & Mary Gordon
Todd Graff
Michael & Raquel Guckeen
Paul Helgerson
Nick Jaeger
Tom & Patricia Kearly
Don & Joan Klagge
Gil Kraft
Rose Ellen Lee
Bob & Suzanne Lietzau
Joyce Locks
Joseph & Darlene Lynch
Dan & Natalie Matejka
Dave & Mary Kay Meisner
Jeffrey & Judith Meline
Dave & Judy Mertes
Judy Newlin
Lyle & Lise Papenfuss
Mark & Kathy Patterson
Stewart & Eileen Peterson
Rebound & Marylin Rosenau
Michael Rusk
Mike & Cherie Russell
Thomas Sage
Tony & Susan Schiller
Jim & Kim Schmidt
Chip & Jeanette Schwartz
John & Kay Schweisthal
Michael Sir
Marc & Shelly Spieler
Darrell & Sandi Stahlecker
Joseph & Lantha Stevens
Walter & Darlene Thompson




Mo & Dorothy Weber
Chuck & Myrlee Weisbrod





Arthur J. Ellis Co.
Dana & Marlene Babbitt
Bill & Lisa Baker
Scott & Juanita Ballard
Mark & Laura Bambenek
Jani & John Baures
Garrick & Brenda Beale
Dick & Tippie Beberg




Arnold & Marcia Boese
Steven Botcher
Robert & Loretta Bowes
Rick Boyum
Ted & Cheryl Braatz
Matt & Andrea Bradford
Tom & Alison Brandt
Bill & Mary Lou Brown
Cindy Brown
Kerry & Bonnie Burkoth
Roger & Myra Carlson
Bruce & Jenny Carpenter
Roger & Marie Carroll
CoBank
Craig & Anita Currier
Wade Davick
Dennis & Vicki Decker
Leonard & Peggy Demarais
Jerry & Vera Demars
Message from the 
  Warrior Club President
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Dallas Diercks
Rich & Karen Dippel
Cynthia & David Donahue




Steven & Linda Dummer
Charles & Helen Duncanson
Bob & Syble Eastin
Wayne & Jan Ebert
Ted & Carol Ellestad
Larry & Vanessa Elvebak
James & Shirley Engbrecht
Paul & Marcia Engen
Pat & Richard Enz
Lori Erdman
Mike & Suzanne Ericson
Matt & Amy Esch
Geoffrey & Alicia Espe
Herbert & Marie Espinda
Gary & Ellen Evans
Ron & Mapuana Evjen
Randy & Sue Fabian
Timothy & Tamara Fagely
Jeffrey & Melissa Fedor




Fred & Marilyn Foss
Barney & Joan Fox
Jeffrey & Pamela Franko
Bradley Freimark
Cal & Arlayne Fremling
Gary & Bonnie Fritch
Richard & Ruth Fullmer
Perry & Janet Gigot
Bill Glowczewski
Marybeth & Michael Gordon
Thomas & Peggy Graham
Gary & Kathy Granseth
Lori & Steven Greatens
Gregg & Jane Gropel
Nate & Beth Gruber
Marvin & Bergetta Gunderson
Patricia & Gerald Haessig
Donald & Colette Hageman
Steady Mel Halbert
Thomas & Sandra Hall
Dave & Mary Hanna
Bill & Nanette Harland
Dean & Judith Hathaway
Roy & Katherine Henderson
Raphael & Raegan Hennemann
Ann Heuer
John & Julie Hobert
Gary Hoeppner
Fred & Trudy Horihan
Dan & Dorothy Hoyt
Michele & Clint Hutchins
John & Lucille Jacobs
Darrel & Juliann Jaeger
David & Donna Jaeger
Michael & Ruth Jewell
Benjamin Johnson
Donna Johnson
Jerome & Barbara Johnson
Lance & Marlys Johnson
Cheryl Jones
Gregory & Cynthia Jones
Robert & Debye Judge
Jon & Patricia Kaiser
Claire Karwacki-Marugg
Ted (Edward) Kelly
John & Anita Kes
Doris & James Killian
David & Linda King
Rick Knapp
Tony & Lois Kochevar
Ann & David Kohner
Ed & Jane Kohner
David & Mary Krenik
Steven & Patricia Krinke
Rick & Diane Krueger
Robert & Mary LaBadie
Barbara & Phillip LaPolice
Richard & Barbara Larson
Robert Larson
Bob & Deb Leaf
David Lebakken
Darol & Marion Lee
Ralph & Phyllis Leistikow
Cordelia Lundquist
Roger & Karen Malwitz
Martindale & Associates, LC
Michelle & Marvin Martinek
Stacey Matthees
Richard & Sandra Mazzolini
Robert McDonough
Rich & Mary McGill
Jason & Karen Meszaros
Charles & Anita Mettille
Connie Mettille
Jim & Linda Meyer
Jeffrey Middendorf
Gloria & Randy Miller
Ken & Sally Mogren
Everett & Marion Mueller
Lisa Mullen




Victoria & Raymond Nelson
Leah Nishimura
Bud & Karen Nystrom
Joseph O’Keefe & Rae Gravenish
David R. Olson
Fred & Sandra Olson
Larry Olson
George & Nancy O’Reilly
Kevin & Susan O’Reilly
Pat & Jenifer Ostendorf
Keith & JoEllyn Owens
Panek Construction & Development
Jerry & Patricia Papenfuss
Ken & Nancy Pedersen
Kenneth & Mary Kay Peshon
Curtis & Blanche Peters
Laverne & Beverly Pieper
Harold and Sandra Poock
Kyle Poock
Michael & Helen Porter
Len & Jean Prasczewicz
Michael Prigge
Donald & Mary Rearic
Joe & Sandra Reed
Ruby & Lyle Richardson
Timothy & Sandra Riedl
Steven Ronkowski
Andrew & Renae Ross
Bradley & Lyndsey Rozzi
Tom Sawyer
Richard & Jenna Lynn Schoeneman
Bryon Schroeder
Larry & Elizabeth Senrick
Terri  & Dean Sim
John Simon
Lois Simons
Jerry & Kathleen Sines
Roger & Donna Skattum
Al Smith
Richard & Stephanie Smith
Tony & Becky Jo Smith
Merle & Marge Sovereign
Karen & Josh Spielman
Robert & Mary Ann Stark
Kenneth Stellpflug
Jim & Debbie Storlie
Mike & Becky Swenson
George & Peggy Tashima
Doug & Catherine Thoen
Al & Mary Kay Thompson
Davin Thompson
Erik & Mari Thompson
Dale Timm
Robert & Linez Urness
Davis & Sharon Usgaard
Jerry Usgaard
Dale & Joyce Vagts
Kathleen & Roger Van Buskirk
Sommer Vaughan
Jane & Michael Voelker
Terry Vogt
Tom & Bette Von Feldt
David & Peggy Walch
Everett & Shirley Walden
Margaret & Andy Walsh
Thomas & Deborah Ward




Dede & Milt Whipple
William Wieczorek
Roger Wistrcill
Jeffry & Eileen Wolfert
Wally & Karin Wollan
Tom & Barbara Wynn





Carl & Diane Aegler
David Alexander
Jerry & Claudia Allen
David L. & Jane Anderson
Michael & Janet Anderson
Richard Anderson
Sue & Craig Anderson
Anonymous
Robert & Colleen Arko
Jon & Teresa Arnold
Andy Ave’Lallemant
Michael & Sarah Baglino
James & Carolyn Bagniewski
Dean Bailey
Mike & Judy Barfnecht
Vivian Batts
Dan & Patti Bengston
Denny Benson
Mike Bernatz
Bob & Sue Bestul
Arthur & LaVonne Bianchi
Kyle Biermeier
Charles & Mary Bischoff
Brian & Joell Bjorke
Nancy Blum









Tim & Christine Brown
Kent Burleigh & Monica Shaw
Keith Burmeister
Todd & Amy Burns
Ronald Butterfield
Ronald Calvert
Steven & Sylvia Campbell
Thomas Carlisle
Dawn Carroll
Logan & Megan Carstensen
John & Elaine Carter
Jim & Karen Chapple
Richard & Sue Childers
George & Dee Cipov
Robert Cliff
Larry Clingman
James & Faye Collins
Brent & Kara Cordes
Steven Cordes
Patricia & Jodie Croslin
Annette Cunningham









Nick & Lori Edstrom
Gerald & Patricia Eichman
Eric & Tara Ellestad
Richard & Carolyn Ellinghysen
Donald & Patricia Emanuel
David & Margo Emerson
John Enger
Dave & Sharon Erding
Roger & Jill Esser
Paul Evenson






David & Lydia Franko
Jill Gamez




Werner & Kathleen Giesen
Norm & Ellen Gillund
Jon & Mary Gislason
Darin & Jodi Glazier
Dave & Judy Glazier
Bob & Fay Goldstrand
Sara Goldstrand
Paul & Linda Goodfellow
Victor Grabau
Peggy Graefen
Richard & Sandra Graham
Jerry & Diane Grebin
Michael & Patricia Greenless
Martin Grogan
Frank & Margaret Gruber
Donald & Rita Gruhlke
Mark Haesly
Kenneth & Caroline Hamilton
Scott & Carmen Hannon
Joan & Fred Hansen
Gordon & Susan Hanson
Lance & Brenda Hartkopf
Bryclynn & Robert Hartman
Barbara Hartmann
Roger Hartwich
James & Karen Haukoos
Christopher & Jennifer Hazelton
Michael & Judy Healy
Alan & Jean Heimer
Susan Heppeard
Mark & Lori Hesse
Gregory & Barbara Hite
George Hoeppner
Rod & Mary Hoesley
Brenda & Thomas Hoffman
Nancy Hoffman
Bob & Ursula Hogenson
Kathy & Richard Holle
Marie & Keith Holmquist IHO Don  
        Klagge
Matthew & Andrea Horner
Christine & Raymond Horvath
Jeanine Hying
James & Barbara Jabrosky
Michael & Jacque Jepson
Michael & Sandra Jeresek
Ronald & Jeanette Johannsen
Darrel & Joyce Johnson
Greg & Deanna Johnson
Trisha & Michael Johnson
Jill Johnson-Schmit & Thomas   
  Schmit
Cindy Jokela & John Poling
Mary Joyce
Don Judd
Wayne & Mary Kannel
William & Carolyn Kidd
Phil & Angela Kier
Thomas & Samantha Kingsley
Jack & Rachel Kinzer
Mary & Karl Kjeldsen
Roger & Judith Kjome
Luke Klaja
Hank & Susan Kleis
Jack & Donna Knothe
Bruce Koehler
Darlene & Duane Koehler
Mike & Keevan Kosidowski
Dick & Rose Kowles
Mike Krajnak
Stephen & Valerie Krenz
Steven & Dorothy Krob
Susan & Ron Krogman
Donald & Judy Kropp
Bill & Jane Kroschel
Dennis & Joanne Landers
Ken & Karen Landro
James Larson
Keith & Karen Larson




Lisa & Jason Lueken
Joan Lundstrom
Robert & Ann Lyons
Steve Machacek
Mary Malloy
Pat & Chris Malotka
Douglas Matti
Michael & Christine Maultra
Douglas & Linda Maus
Francis & Toni McDevitt





Curt & Barb Mihm
Rick & Jeanette Mikl
Lynn Miller
Raymond & Joan Miller
Steve & Val Miller
James & Ann Miner
Dave & Jan Minor





Mitchell & Nancy Mullins
James & Judith Murphy
Dennis Murray
Jay & Jennifer Mutschler
Todd & Ann Myhre
Ira Naiman
Jim & Rachel Narum
Helen Neavill
John & Colleen Nelson
Kathi & Tom Nelson
Shane Nelson
Dennis & Georgia Nettenstrom
Greg & Nancy Noel
Annette & John Nygard




Mark & Sharon Otte
Russ & Pat Owen
Ron & Linda Padley
Don & Cindy Peltier
Jack Peplinski
Michael & Ann Percuoco
Dane Peterson
Deborah Peterson
Duane & Patte Peterson
Douglas & Kristi Picken
Dianne Platt
Tom Pohlman
Timothy & Naomi Poock
Don Potter
Lee & Tammy Potter
Mark & Katherine Praska
Lois Precourt
Donald & Vanda Pressnall
Nora Prom
David & Maxine Prondzinski
Heather & Jeff Prondzinski
Cindy Quinn
Thomas & Deanna Quinn
John & Karen Quist
Carl & Mary Radke
Jerome & Jane Ramstad
Bruce & Mary Reeck
Harold Regnier
Karen Ries






Ron & Judy Roddel
Lou & Robert Roloff
Vicki & Douglas Rosenberg
Dean & Marguerite Rosenow
Jeff & Darla Ross
Jim & Jill Rude
Raymond & Leslie Ryan
Dan & Wally Samp
Richard & Deann Scearce, II
David & Patrice Scharpen
Jack Scherer
John & Dorothy Schmaltz
Rosemary Schmidt
William & Jill Schmidt
Dale & Jill Scholz
Nancy & Doug Scholz
Daniel & Jane Schooley
Cloann & Ron Schultz
Wayne & Susan Schumacher
Louis Schwark
Jim & Angela Scott
Scottie & Betty Scott
Thomas Scullard
Patricia Sherman
Harry & Mary Sieben, Jr.





Tom & Carolyn Smith
Boyd & Mary Snyder
Susan & Gary Sorensen
Lonnie & Vicky Spaeth
Laverne & Susan Spring
Fred Spuhler
Richard & Patricia Stark
Rosalie & Kim Steele




John & Barbara Strommer
John & Camille Stuedemann
Ronald & Lynn Sunne
Darryl Syverson
Donnie & Kimberly Tate
Craig & Pam Taylor
Bruce & Ruth Tharaldson
Donald & Mary Theuninck
Clifford & Cynthia Thompson
Mitch & Dana Thompson
Ron & Linda Thurow
Deborah & Darrell Todd
Virgil & Wanda Trocinski
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Robert & Pamela Tryggestad
Delwin Tschumper
Michael & Patricia Urbach
Gerald & Molly Urness
Michael & Heidi Usgaard
Henry & Alice Van Kirk
Julie & David Vangsness
Karen Veek
Jennifer Vick-Schulenburg & Brian
 Schulenburg
Duane & Janet Vike
John & Sally Vogel
J. V. & Mary Ellen Wadden
Bruce Walker
Stewart & Virginia Waller 
Melissa & Tim Wangen
Ears & Carolyn Warweg
Jason & Susan West
Charles White
Ronald & Barbara White
Dave & Joan Wickstrom
Kathleen Williamson
Edward & Marie Wilmes





Kendra & Kevin Wright





EVENT AND IN-KIND 
CONTRIBUTORS
FY08 (July 1, 2007-June 
30, 2008)
Acoustic Cafe
Adventure Cycle & Ski
Affinity Plus Credit Union
Jerry & Claudia Allen
Alliance Card Inc
Alltel
Ambitions Salon for Men & Women
Chad & Stacy Anderson
Kris Anderson
Chris & Stacy Arnold
Dan & Jeni Arnold




Aspen Capital Company Inc.
Auto Collision Specilalists/Autowerks  
 Tire & Tune/Jim’s Trailer/ 
 Coachwerks
Jeff Axness
Scott & Juanita Ballard
Rod & Kathy Barkema
Jani & John Baures
Bruce & Jane Bechtle 
Richard & Sharon Behnke
Behrens, Inc.
George & Patricia Benedict
Jack & Mary Benedict
Loren & Deb Benz
Mike Bernatz
Betty Jo Byoloski’s
John & Deb Blausey
Rick & Debbie Block
Todd Boeddeker
Gina & John Born
Robert & Loretta Bowes
Ron & Kim Brackey
Braun Intertec Corporation
Breneman Winbush & Associates  
 LLP
John Brinkman
David & Pamela Broin
Nancy M. & James R. Brown
Tom & Trisha Brown
Brown’s Creative Picture Framing
Jim & Linda Bruner
Bub’s Brewing Co. Inc
Budweiser
Patrick & Colleen Bushman
Buzz Promotions
Kevin & Mary Cappel
Lisa & Chris Carlsen
Bruce & Jenny Carpenter
Heather & Walt Carpenter
Cars-N-Credit, Inc.
Cedar Valley Golf Course
Chartwells
Charter Communications
Wayne & Cathy Clark
Classic Travel














Michael & Sandra Daley
Patrick Daley
Vicki & Dennis Decker
Decker Sports
Jennifer Delagardelle
Mike & Robin Delong
Katie Dempsey
Maryann & Dale Dennis
Digital Telecommunications




Scott & Kelly Ellinghuysen
Conway & Beth Elton
Eddie & Kathy Entz
Matt & Brenda Entz
Daniel & Audrey Erdmann
Susan E. Frosch-Erickson & Dan  
 Erickson
Mike & Suzanne Ericson
Jane Estes
Gary & Ellen Evans
Greg & Terri Evans
EZ Dock of the Midwest






Linda & Steven Fix
Cory Flatness
Jenny & Dan Florness





Tim & Phyllis Gaspar
Gateway
George C Brandt, Inc.
Mark Glahn
Golden Chair
Goodson Tools & Supplies
Cass & Mary Gordon
Connie Gores
Kenneth & Maureen Gorman
Joanne Gove
Great River Harbor Campgrounds  
 & Dock
Great Rivers Management Service
Green Mill/Holiday Inn/Riverport
Jeb & Pamela Griffith
Gary & Marilyn Grob
Frank & Margaret Gruber
Nate & Beth Gruber
Michael & Raquel Guckeen
Mary Jane Guy
Douglas Hamper
Cindy & Jeff Harrison
Hawks View Cottages of Fountain City
HBC, Inc.
Deb Hegland
Paula & Phil Heimbecker
Rick Heintz
Donna Helble
Tom & Betty Helgeson
James Henderson
Joel Hennessy
Robert & Andrea Herczeg
Mike Herzberg
Gordie Hess
Susan & Mark Hess
Hiatt Manufacturing Inc.
Gary & Susan Holen
Larry & Serena Holstad







J & K Office Products
Nick Jaeger
Jay & Dee’s Special T’s
Jefferson’s
Jay & Michele Jensen
Jennifer & Mike Jepson
Jim’s Bus, Truck & Trailer, Inc
JLC Management, Inc.
Dennis & Yvonne Johnson
Glen Johnson
Reggie Johnson
Sally Johnstone & Steve Tilson
Sara & Brett Jones
Greg Juaire
Jon & Patricia Kaiser
Richard & Priscilla Kalbrener
Keller Construction Company
David & Mary Keller
Dave & Joyce Keller
Jeremy & Brenda Kelly
James & Doris Killian
Kish Electric
Don & Joan Klagge
Knitcraft Corporation
Terrance & Jane Knothe
Ann & Dave Kohner
Ed & Jane Kohner
Steve & Candi Kohner
Sandra & Michale Kramer
David & Mary Krenik




Ken & Karen Landro
Kenneth & Joanne Lanik
Deb & Bob Leaf
Mike Leaf
David Lebakken
Robert & Janice Lee
Lewiston Auto Company, Inc.
Lewiston Country Club
Bob & Suzanne Lietzau
Larry Lindholm
Little River Ranch
Edward & Karen Littlejohn
Lee & Ione Loerch
Loon Lake Decoy Co.
MaCalGrove Country Club
Matt & Kathleen Maas
Aaron & Leann MacLennan
Wally & Joan Madland
James Madsen
Pat & Chris Malotka
Erik & Christine Malvik
Gabriel & Cecilia Manrique
Market & Johnson
John & Mia Martin
Drew Martindale
Dan & Natalie Matejka
Stacey Matthees
Scott & Sarah McCauley






Dave & Mary Kay Meisner
Merchants Bank
Merrimak Capital Company, LLC
Connie Mettille
Dave & Judy Mertes
Jim & Linda Meyer
MGM Liquor
Midtown Foods
Miller, William, Scrap Iron
Minnesota City Customware MCC
Minnesota Wild of the National  
 Hockey League





Jerry & Jane Moen
Brady Moore














Joseph O’Keefe & Rae Gravenish
Fred & Sandra Olson
Scott & Tracy Opfer
Opfer Communications
Kevin & Susan O’Reilly
Keith & JoEllyn Owens
Fariborz & Kathryn Parsi
Charles Pasche
Mark & Kathy Patterson
Daniel & Mary Kaye Pecarina




Kenneth & Mary Kay Peshon
Steve & Judy Peterson
Philips Bus Service, Inc.
Mike & Linda Phillips
Kyle Poock
Craig & Cynthya Porter
Print House
Pro-Build North
Quinlan Insurance & Financial Services,  
 Inc.
Paul & Vicki Rader
Judith A. Ramaley
Lloyd Raymond
Bruce & Mary Reeck
Joe & Sandra Reed
Jeff & Mindy Reinardy




John & Janet Ruggeberg
Mike Ruhberg
Dan & Pat Rukavina
Rukavina & Arnold Families
Mike & Cherie Russell
Mark Salmon
Mike & Sue Savat
Tom Sawyer
Rick & Tracie Schaber
Bill Schell
Schott Distributing
Scott & Stacie Schmaltz
Schmidt Goodman
Jim & Kim Schmidt
William & Jill Schmidt
Bruce Schmoll
Bernie Schott
Bruce & Kathy Schott




Dan & Kristin Schumacher
John & Kay Schweisthal
Robert Shaw
Larry Shuda
Tom & Gloria Siewert
Signature’s Restaurant
Sim Sound System
Debbie & Steve Sing
Dave & Kathy Simon
Steve Sjolander
Bob Skeels
Wayne & Linda Smith
Alan Sommers
Tony Speltz
Sport & Spine Physical Therapy of  
 Winona
Stanley Consultants
State Farm Companies Foundation
St. Charles Golf Course
Sally Standiford
Carl Stange
Jerry & Jo Stejskal
Steve Tilson




TCO Commercial Corporation Tom  
 Siewert
Judi Tekautz
Steve & Nancy Theis
Theis Printing, Inc.
Timbers Restaurant




Treasure Island Resort & Casino
“ Through athletic scholarships, Winona State can attract the best student-athletes in the region and help them stay 
competitive with continuing scholarship 
support. As a student-athlete myself, I 
know that I am contributing to a well-
rounded university that provides quality 
experiences outside the classroom, 
including athletics, combined with an 
excellent education. 





Michael & Patricia Urbach
Ed Urbick
Barry & Kristine Valk
Vern Eide Motorcars, Inc
Tom & Bette VonFeldt
W & C Printing Company, Inc.





Darlene & Jerry Wedemeier




Ray & Cathy Wicks
WinCraft, Inc.
Winona Agency, Inc.




Winona Family Dental Care
Winona Family Foot Care, Ltd.
Winona Health
Winona Heating & Ventilating




Jon & Reyne Wisecup
Don & Ann Wistrcill
Thomas Wistrcill
Woodshed Technology

















Tom Wunderlich & Carol Loshek
Wunderlich Insurance Agency




Brian & Susan Zeller
WSU Foundation Athletic Donors




Brian & Brenda Anderson
Chad & Stacy Anderson
Richard Anderson
Bob Andraschko
Joyce & Robert Austin
Scott & Juanita Ballard
Bruce & Jane Bechtle
Raymond & Lorayne Bechtle
George & Patricia Benedict
Jack & Mary Benedict




David & Bonnie Bisbee
Richard Bisbee
Mollie Bjelland
Debbie & Rick Block
Kip & Sandie Bolstad
Bonanza Heating and Sheet Metal
Robert & Loretta Bowes
Cynthia & William Bringelson
Nancy M. & James R. Brown
Bub’s Brewing Co. Inc.
Kathy Bull
Louis & Lavonne Callahan
Ronald Calvert
Bruce & Jenny Carpenter
Richard & Paula Carpenter
Walt & Heather Carpenter
David & Torrie Chizek
Dennis & Karen Cleveland
Michael & Theresa Cole
John Coury
Robert & Janet Cowels
Janice Cronk
David Cruz
Craig & Anita Currier
John & Kathleen Daly
Susan J. Day
Traci & Eric Dean
Jerry & Vera Demars
Maryann & Dale Dennis
Robert & Donna Dobbertin
Steven & Katy Drange
Katie Dempsey
Tom & Laura Dreas
Steven & Linda Dummer
Wayne & Jan Ebert
Leo Eckerman
Julie & John Einhorn
Laura & Jeffrey Eisterhold
Brian & Angi Ellsworth
Roland & Jeannette Elsner
Conway & Beth Elton
Larry & Vanessa Elvebak
Paul & Marcia Engen
Matt & Brenda Entz
Mike & Suzanne Ericson
Corky Evans
Gary & Ellen Evans
Greg & Terri Evans
Thomas & Jacqueline Ewing
Federated Insurance
Dean & Victoria Feldman
Mark & Julia Fenlon
Jack & Mary Fenner
Patricia Ferguson
Tim Feyen & Tami Wall-Feyen
Duane & Betty Fisk
Tina & Brett Flick
Jenny & Dan Florness
Kristen Fossell
James & Sandra Foster
Leo Fragapano
Tina & Paul Fruechte
Ken & Wendy Fry
Tim & Phyllis Gaspar
Jon & Mary Gislason
John & Roberta Givens
Cass & Mary Gordon
Connie Gores
Ken & Maureen Gorman
Robert & Christina Griffin
Gary & Marilyn Grob
Frank & Margaret Gruber
Nate & Beth Gruber
H. F. Twietmeyer Enterprises
Steady Mel Halbert
Jerry & Marlene Halron
Michael & Barbara Halron
Heidi & Bart Hanson
Jeff & Cindy Harrison
Lawrence & Beverly Hartman
James & Karen Haukoos
Paul & Susan Hedlund
Phil & Paula Heimbecker
Steven & Lori Helke
Roy & Katherine Henderson
Mike Herzberg
John & Connie Hoffman
Larry & Serena Holstad
Robin & Michael Honken






Bradford & Anne Jensen
Glen Johnson
Mary Lou Jones
Rich & Priscilla Kalbrener
Robert & Barbara Kallman
Bob & Carmen Keister
Dave Keller
Bernie & Karla Kennedy
Thom & Robyn Kieffer
Sara Kinsella
Knights of Columbus Club
Jane & Guy Koehler
Albert & Louella Koehnle
Ann & Dave Kohner
Steve & Candi Kohner
Steven & Patricia Krinke




John & Cindy Leaf
Mike Leaf
Michael & Judith Leahy
David Lebakken
David & Diane Leiderman
Gary & Holly Lewis
Duane & Judy Lien
Lee & Ione Loerch
Long Grove Enterprises LLC
David & Melissa Ludy
Marty & Mallory Lueck




Pat & Chris Malotka
Phyllis Marston
Dan & Natalie Matejka
Katie Maultra
Sylvester & Patricia Maultra
Robert McDonough
Dennis & Carmon McEntaffer
Patricia McGuire
Charles & Anita Mettille
Connie Mettille
Jim & Linda Meyer
Steve & Roxanne Mickelson
Jeffrey Middendorf
Scott & Rachel Mihalic
Raymond & Joan Miller




Randy & Wendy Moger
Ken & Sally Mogren
Moon & Rosemary Molinari





Duane & Bonnie Mutschler
Darrin & Michelle Nagy
Mary Jeanine & Martin Napoli
Craig Nash
Gerry & Patricia Neal
Dana Nelson
Leif & Kari Nelson
Rod & Nancy Nelson
Shellie & Bruce Nelson
Bob & Shirley Newberry
Andrew Nyhus
Kevin & Susan O’Reilly
Fred & Sandra Olson
Ali & Tammy Omar
Dean & Joan Ostendorf
Lisa Ann Ostendorf
Mark & Kathy Patterson
Clifford & Frieda Paulson
Daniel & Mary Kaye Pecarina
Michael Percuoco





Mike & Joni Polehna
Kyle Poock
Timothy & Naomi Poock
Prom Management Group Inc
Jeff & Heather Prondzinski
John & Karen Quist
Jack & Judith Rader
Paul & Vicki Rader
Judith A. Ramaley
Joe & Sandra Reed
Jeff & Mindy Reinardy
Roger & Dana Reupert
Rick & Carrie Rhone
Timothy & Sandra Riedl
Vicki & Douglas Rosenberg




James & Karen Ruetz
John & Janet Ruggeberg
Thomas & Debbie Russell
Tom Sawyer
Douglas & Patricia Schenck




Dan & Kristin Schumacher
Jerry & Marilyn Seeman
Larry & Elizabeth Senrick
Cathie Sieracki
Debbie & Steve Sing
Richard & Stephanie Smith
Steve & Jan Speer
Jeffrey Spitzack
Fred & Marion Spuhler
Sally Standiford
Carl Stange
Jo & Jerry Stejskal
Courtney Strang
Bob & Mary Jo Strauss
Donna Strum
Doris Stuedemann
John & Camille Stuedemann
Richard Stuedemann
Ronald & Ellen Syse
Todd Tabel
Nick & Santina Taruscio
Daniel & Linda Thill
Linda & Joseph Tierney
George & Ramona Trentz
Roland & Norma Trumble
Jean Waterman
Bette & Dave Weinmann
Chuck & Myrlee Weisbrod
Wells Fargo Bank
Joe & Kris Wenker
Jennifer & Joe White
Wayne Wicka
John Wieland




Winona Elks Lodge No. 327
Neil Wirth Estate




Charlie & Marlys Zane
Brian & Susan Zeller






Gabby’s Bar & Lounge
HyVee
Jefferson’s Pub & Grill
Midtown Foods











WSU Foundation Annual Report and Donor Honor Roll
THANK YOU!
In a report such as this, although 
every effort has been made to ensure 
accuracy, it is inevitable that some 
omissions and errors may occur.  If 
your name does not appear, or should 
it be misspelled, please notify the 
WSU Foundation Office so that we 
can correct our error and offer our 
apologies.  Phone:  (800) CHAT-WSU, 
extension 5518 OR (507)457-5518.  
The Warrior Club Membership list recognizes gifts for the 2008-2009 academic year
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and foundations gave 
$1,510,113, an 
average of $4,887.
6,074 donors gave a 
total of $3,959,735 
in Fiscal Year 2008.
Special thanks to 
the Classes of 1939, 
1942, 1943, 1953, 
1956, 1957, and 
1960 for the highest 
levels of participation.
The WSU Foundation 
supports the advancement of 
Winona State University, and 
reaffirms its commitment to the 
university’s social contract to 
benefit the people of the state, 
nation, and world.
Light the Way is a $10 million 
fundraising campaign to 
strengthen the university and 
our community.  Learn more at 
www.winona.edu/lighttheway.
 Winona State University:  For 
150 years, a community of 
learners improving our world
Winona State University Foundation 
P.O. Box 5838 
Winona, Minnesota 55987.5838
1.800.342.5978 ext. 5020 or 507.457.5020
wsufoundation@winona.edu
www.winona.edu/foundation
www.winona.edu/lighttheway
